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Abstract

The CoreGRID institute on Grid Systems, Tools, and Environments (STE) has held a workshop on the state of the
art in its area of expertise during the Grids@Work’05 event in Sophia-Antipolis, on 12 October 2005. In this report,
the workshop organizers present the proceedings volume of the workshop, containing the presented papers.

1 Introduction

The main goal of the workshop was to bring together presentations describing both the state of the art and ongoing work
in the area of Systems, Tools and Environments for Grid applications. According to the objectives of the CoreGRID
STE institute, we were seeking submissions on the following (non-exclusive) list of topics:

• Generic, component-based Grid platforms

• Mediator components, integrating applications and systems

• Integrated toolkit approaches

• Advanced tools and environments for problem solving

Our focus was on hands-on experience with building component-based Grid environments, and the integration of
applications with system software. From the submitted papers, the organizers have selected 10 for oral presentation and
inclusion in this proceedings volume. The workshop was opened by a keynote talk by Dave Pearson (Oracle) on the
Enterprise Grid Alliance Component Reference Model. Another external invited speaker was Paul Grace (Lancaster
University, UK) who presented the ongoing project GridKit: Deep Middleware for the Divergent Grid.

The presentations during the workshop created an inspiring environment with lively interactions among the par-
ticipants. These were concluded by a panel discussion entitled Conponents-based Future Grids: Is This the Right
Approach? and moderated by Vladimir Getov. After his thought-provoking introduction, the panelists – Denis Car-
omel, Paul Grace, Thilo Kielmann, and Dave Pearson – contributed their points of view. A lively discussion spun off
as a result of their short presentations addressing the following main open questions and issues:

This research work is carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002-
004265).
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• Comparisons between the EGA reference model and GCM

• What is the cost of being components-oriented?

• Integration and interfacing of the EGA and the CoreGRID models?

Of course, a panel discussion can only identify such questions but nevertheless it was a good exchange of ideas
for future work. As such, the workshop has strongly influenced the ongoing work and collaborations within the STE
institute.

The workshop organizers would like to thank all contributors to the workshop without whom this event would not
have been possible. We appreciate the technical papers from the STE institute, and especially the keynote speakers
and panelists who provided us with valuable insights from their own perspectives. Last but not least, we would like to
thank the local teams from Sophia-Antipolis (both INRIA and ETSI) who have provided us with an excellent meeting
infrastructure.
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*��5�768�:90*5�:�:;/�7� ä»å�ôÑñA�Hì�æWüL÷�æjñÌ÷&å�æÒæ��Pë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷·ÿÄñ�ë�æ&�Hô(� �`ë�üLì&÷�ñ �Ííxì�÷&å�æÒè �~ë�? ë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõvçPæHì&ò�æHì`üxñ�ý²æHïóïmüxñÌ÷&å�æ
æ��~ë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷-(�ñÅþ�üL÷"ü î�üxñ"æ`ñ0��å�æHðÌü1�3ä»å�æ �jíxõh÷"üLôóõ�æHì`üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ�í��-÷&å�æÃæ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷�ôÑñ�÷&ì"üLõ�ñ=�ÕæHì&ì�æjþ ÷�í�÷&å�æ
è �Pë�?ë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõvçPæHì&ò�æHì$üLõ�þÒ÷&å�æ$ñ0�"å�æHðÌüeþ�æjñ0�Hì&ôóë�÷&ôÑíxõ�ñ�üLì�æ{÷&ì"üLõ�ñ��ÍæHì&ì�æjþÒ÷�íÌ÷&å�æ'ñ�æHì&ò�æHì*þ�üL÷"ü�î�üxñ�æ>�! mæHì�æ>��÷&å�æ
ð�æH÷"üxþ�üL÷"ü�ì�æHë�í£ñ�ôó÷�íxì�XeôÑñW�Hì�æWüL÷�æjþ	�

ä»å�æsè �~ë�? ë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõvçPæHì&ò�æHìP�jíxõ�ñ�ôÑñ&÷�ñ�í���÷&å�æsæ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷�æHõ�ö£ôóõ�æ �Íè �~ë�è�õ�ö£ôóõ�æ����£÷&å�æP�jíxõq÷"üLôóõ�æHì�üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ
�Íä�üxñ�!P���Ö÷&å�æ �jíxõq÷&ì�íxïóïÑæHì��jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷>�Íè �~ë�Èíxõ�ôó÷�íxìRç^��ë�æHì&òPôÑñ�íxì:��üLõ�þ ÷&å�æ * æjñ�í/��ì0�jæ"�Èíxõ�ôó÷�íxì$��ä»å�æ * æjñ"í/��ì0�jæTÿ
�Èíxõ�ôó÷�íxì+å�íxïÑþ�ñ+ôóõ1�Ííxì&ðÌüL÷&ôÑíxõ üLî	í/��÷+÷&å�æeüWòxüLôóï�üLî�ïÑæeì�æjñ�í/��ì0�jæjñ+ôóõ�÷&å�æ`émì&ôÑþ)æHõqòqôóì�íxõ�ð�æHõq÷$� ä»å�æ#�Òíxõ�ôó÷�íxìRç^�~ÿ
ë	æHì&òPôÑñ�íxìN�jíxõh÷&ì�íxïÑñ-÷&å�æ+ý²íxì�! í���÷&å�æ+ì���õh÷&ôóð�æÌñ�XPñ�÷�æHð üLõ�þ ôóõ1�Õíxì&ð�ñ-÷&å�æ
S�ïóôÑæHõh÷'üLî�í/��÷-÷&å�æQ�,��ì&ì�æHõq÷{ñ&÷"üL÷���ñ�í��
÷&å�æ $&íxî�ñ�üLõ�þÈ÷&å�æ+ôóõ�þ~ôóòqôÑþ1��üLï�ë�ì�íE�jæjñ�ñ�æjñ2��ä»å�æ�è �~ë�è�õ�ö£ôóõ�æ�ôÑñm÷&å�æ�æ��~æ&�,��÷&ôóõ�öA÷&å�æ�üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ�ä�üxñ�! �Öñ�í�ôó÷-ôÑñ
ì�æjñ�ë�íxõ�ñ&ôóî�ïÑæ��Õíxì'ü/�H÷���üLï»þ�üL÷"ü`÷&ì"üLõ�ñ=�ÕæHì�ñ+üLõ�þ ë�ì�íxö£ì"üLð æ��~æ&�,��÷&ôÑíxõ�ñ'íxõÔüLõ�þ î	æH÷Äý�æjæHõÔñ�æHì&ò�æHì'ðÌü/��å�ôóõ�æeôóõ)÷&å�æ
é*ì&ôÑþ	�

ä»å�æ '�õ�üLï��jíxð�ë�íxõ�æHõq÷Ìí��{çPè�é*ê�ôÑñ+÷&å�æ`þ�üL÷"üÈî�üxñ"æAñ�æHì&ò�æHìL�Íè �~ëP& �?çPæHì&ò�æHì:���Ôä»å�æ`ü���÷�íxðÌüL÷&ô<�R�Hì�æWüL÷&ôÑíxõ
í��»÷&å�æ�æ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷&ôÑñ{þ�íxõ�æ�ü/�&�jíxì�þ~ôóõ�öÃ÷�íÅ÷&å�æ�ñ�÷&ì����H÷���ì�æ�þ�æjñ&ôóö£õ�æjþ î#XÈ÷&å�æQ��ñ�æHì$�k?ïóï�þ�üL÷"üÅë�ì�íqþ1���jæjþ þ1��ì&ôóõ�ö
÷&å�æ{æ��Pë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷mñ�����åÃüxñ9ôóõ�ë���÷þ�üL÷"üJ�Ííxì9÷&å�æ�ë�üLì"üLð�æH÷�æHìñ&÷���þ1X5�~ë�üLì"üLð�æH÷�æHì&ôM\FüL÷&ôÑíxõÈì���ïÑæjñ æH÷0��üLì�æZ!�æHë�÷ ôóõA÷&å�æ
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-�ôóö>��ì�æ�s � S.��ì&ì�æHõq÷*çPè�é-ê)üLì0��å�ôó÷�æ&�H÷���ì�æ

è �PëP&��?çPæHì&ò�æHì$�

� ���*Ý�Þ j?â�Ývã�Ü�� drg�à$ã�j»Ývß9Þ âºßWdfeeß?ÜJg�Ü Ý%l��HÞ�ßWd Ý �Jg��	� m 
��já$Ü'â�Ývã�ß?ÜJj�p�ã·Ý��

ä»å�æAçPè�é*ê�ñ0XPñ&÷�æHð �jíxõ�ñ&÷&ôó÷���÷�æjñ�üLõ�ôóõq÷�æHì�æjñ&÷&ôóõ�ö���ñ�æA�Wüxñ"æQ�Õíxì��jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷·ÿDî�üxñ�æjþ�émì&ôÑþ�ñ�X~ñ&÷�æHð�ñ$üxñ$ôó÷k�jíxð+ÿ
ë�ì&ôÑñ"æjñÃüLïóï[����õ��H÷&ôÑíxõ�üLïóôó÷YX�ì�æ&]#��ôóì�æjþ �ÕíxìR�jíxð�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷�æjþ�÷"üxñ�!qÿ "�íWý,üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ�ñ$� T�õ ÷&å�ôÑñÃñ�æ&�H÷&ôÑíxõF�mý�æ ÷&ì�X ÷�í
ôÑþ�æHõq÷&ô(��X5�Pý9ôó÷&å�ôóõe÷&å�æ æ��~ôÑñ&÷&ôóõ�ö'çPè�é-êÒôóð�ë�ïÑæHð�æHõq÷"üL÷&ôÑíxõF�~ö�æHõ�æHì&ô<���:��õ��H÷&ôÑíxõ�üLïóôó÷4XÌ÷&å�üL÷.�jí/��ïÑþ�î�æ9ôóð�ë�ïÑæHð�æHõq÷�æjþeôóõ
ôóõ�þ~ôóòPôÑþ1��üLï���ì�æTÿ���ñRüLî�ïÑæ�íxì?ì�æHë�ï�ü/�WüLî�ïÑæ��jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷�ñ2�

TÄõ{÷&å�æ.�,��ì&ì�æHõq÷sçPè²é*êAüLì0��å�ôó÷�æ&�H÷���ì�æ>�hüxñ�ñ&å�íWý9õ'ôóõ�-�ôóö���s1�J÷&å�æHì�æ�ôÑñ�ü?ñ���î	þ~ôóòqôÑñ�ôÑíxõ{÷�í?÷&å�ì�æjæ�ðÌüI$&íxì�üLì�æWüxñ���÷&å�æ
��ñ"æHì�ôóõq÷�æHì=�Õü/�jæ>�h÷&å�æ9æ��Pë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷/üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ�ñ�æHì&ò�æHì$��üLõ�þ+÷&å�æ?émì&ôÑþ'ì�æjñ�í/��ì0�jæjñ/üLõ�þ+ñ�æHì&òPô<�jæjñ$��÷&å�æ»ï�üL÷&÷�æHì �jíxõ�ñ&ôÑñ�÷
í��I'�ïÑæ�ñ�æHì&ò�æHì�ñ��Ííxì�÷&å�æ�æ��Pë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷-(�ñ+þ�üL÷"ü1� �jíxð�ë���÷�æeñ�æHì&ò�æHì�ñN�Õíxì{æ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷$÷"üxñ0!Pñ$��üLõ�þ)üxþ�þ~ôó÷&ôÑíxõ�üLïóïMX�÷&å�æ
æ��~ë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷þ�üL÷"üLî�üxñ"æ>��ñ&÷�íxì&ôóõ�öÌüLïóïÖæ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷·ÿÄñ&ë�æ&�Hô('��$ñ&÷"üL÷���ñ9ôóõ1�Õíxì&ðÌüL÷&ôÑíxõF�sä»å�æZ��ñ�æHì9ôóõq÷�æHì=�Õü/�jæ��jíxõ�ñ&ôÑñ&÷�ñ?í��
÷&å�æ*æ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷9ë�ì�íxö£ì"üLð�ð�ôóõ�öÌæHõhòPôóì�íxõ�ð�æHõh÷ �^÷&å�æ ��þ�æjñ�ôóö£õ�æHì � �»üLõ�þ�÷&å�æ*üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõÃæ���æ&�,��÷&ôÑíxõÅòqôÑñ���üLïóôM\FüL÷&ôÑíxõ
�jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷$�

�@X��DüLì9÷&å�æ-ð�í£ñ&÷?ôóõq÷�æHì�æjñ&÷&ôóõ�ö�æHïÑæHð�æHõq÷í��/çPè�é*ê)ôÑñ9÷&å�æ�æ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ ñ�æHì&ò�æHì$�PT�÷��jíxõ��jæHõh÷&ì"üL÷�æjñ
÷&å�æüLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõÌïÑíxö£ô<�Y�^ôóð�ë�ïÑæHð�æHõq÷�æjþÌòPô�üm÷&å�æ�����������������P��
	>� �%müLõ�þ+÷&å�æ?æ��~ë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷·ÿÄñ&ë	æ&�Hô('�����*���+A���qü�é*ì&ôÑþ
ð�ôÑþ�þ~ïÑæHý»üLì�æ�ôóõh÷�æHì=�Dü/�jæ+ï�ü&X�æHì
�:�WüLïóïÑæjþ *5G5*��%��;/�@���Öüxñ ý²æHïóï/üxñë�ì�íxö£ì�æjñ"ñð�íxõ�ôó÷�íxì&ôóõ�ö3�:��õ��H÷&ôÑíxõ�üLïóôó÷4X5�{êÖæjñ�ñmòqôÑñ�ôóî�ïÑæ
ôóõA-ºôóö��^s*ôÑñ�÷&å�æI�Dü/�H÷�÷&å�üL÷/÷&å�æ æ��Pë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷»üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ�ñ�æHì&ò�æHìsôÑñ²ümë�æHì�ñ�ôÑñ&÷�æHõh÷&ïMX+ì���õ�õ�ôóõ�ö$ñ"æHì&òqô<�jæ>� T�÷så�üxñ�î	æjæHõ
þ�æjñ�ôóö£õ�æjþÒüxñ?ñ����"åA÷�í�þ�æ&�jí/��ë�ïÑæ�÷&å�æ[��ñ"æHì?ôóõh÷�æHì=�Dü/�jæ[�Íì�íxð ë�í£ñ"ñ&ôóî�ïMXÌïÑíxõ�öxÿDì���õ�õ�ôóõ�öÅæ��Pë	æHì&ôóð�æHõh÷a�jíqþ�æjñ$�

 müWòqôóõ�öñ�����å$ü9ë�æHì�ñ&ôÑñ�÷�æHõh÷&ïMX*ì���õ�õ�ôóõ�öñ�æHì&òPô<�jæ�ôÑñ
�jæHì&÷"üLôóõ�ïMXmõ�æ&�jæjñ"ñ"üLì�X*÷�í9ö>��üLì"üLõh÷�æjæ»üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõJ�jíxð�ë�ïÑæH÷&ôÑíxõ
ôóõ ñ&ë�ôó÷�æÒí���÷&ì"üLõ�ñ&ôÑæHõh÷AæHì&ì�íxì3�jíxõ�þ~ôó÷&ôÑíxõ�ñ$�?ý9ôó÷&å�í/��÷ ��ñ�æHìeôóõhò�íxïóò�æHð�æHõh÷$�  míWý²æHò�æHì$�üxþ�þ~ôóõ�öÔñ�����å�ü þ�íxðÌüLôóõ~ÿ
ñ�ë�æ&�Hô('��>� ë�æHì&ðÌüLõ�æHõq÷Ãñ�æHì&òPô<�jæÃ÷�í�÷&å�æÒë�ì�æTÿDôóõ�ñ&÷"üLïóïÑæjþ ð�ôÑþ�þ~ïÑæHý²üLì�æ ôÑñ3�Wü���ñ&ôóõ�ö üxþ~ð�ôóõ�ôÑñ&÷&ì"üL÷&ôóò�æ)üLõ�þ;ñ�æ&�,��ì&ôó÷YXhÿ
ì�æHï�üL÷�æjþ �jíxõ��jæHì&õ�ñ$�

�9üxñ�æjþÒíxõÈ÷&å�ôÑñ�üLõ�üLïMX~ñ&ôÑñ$��ý�æ'ë�ì�íxë	í£ñ�æ{÷&å�æ��ÕíxïóïÑíWý9ôóõ�öÅì�æTÿÄþ�æjñ&ôóö£õ î�üxñ�æjþÈíxõ ð�æjþ~ô�üL÷�íxìZ�jíxð�ë�íxõ�æHõq÷�ñ$�>÷&ì�XPôóõ�ö
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-�ôóö>��ì�æ{ù ��çPè²é*ê ì�æjþ�æjñ&ôóö£õ�æjþ ��ñ&ôóõ�ö�ð�æjþ~ô�üL÷�íxìa�jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷�ñ

÷�íÌì�æ��Õü/�H÷�íxì-çPè�é*ê�(�ñW�:��õ��H÷&ôÑíxõ�üLïóôó÷4XAôóõh÷�íeþ�íxðÌüLôóõ~ÿÄñ&ë	æ&�Hô('����jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷�ñ$�%�jíxð�ë�ïÑæHð�æHõh÷�æjþÈî^XAö�æHõ�æHì"üLïÉÿDë���ì&ë�í£ñ�æ>�
ì�æ,��ñRüLî�ïÑæ��jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷�ñ$�sä»å�ôÑñ ì�æjþ�æjñ&ôóö£õ`ôÑñ?ñ�å�íWý9õ`ôóõR-�ôóö���ù1�

TÄõA÷&å�ôÑñþ�æjñ&ôóö£õF��÷&å�æ$ñ�í��Í÷Äý²üLì�æ+émì&ôÑþAôóõ1�Íì"üxñ&÷&ì����H÷���ì�æ$ôÑñ?íxì&öhüLõ�ôM\WæjþÃôóõÃ÷&å�ì�æjæ�÷&ôÑæHì�ñ��/ì�æjñ�í/��ì0�jæjñ$��ñ"æHì&òqô<�jæjñ$�vüLõ�þ
ð�æH÷"üÒþ�üL÷"ü1�)-�íxì�çPè²é*êP�ºì�æHïÑæHòxüLõq÷�é*ì&ôÑþ ì�æjñ�í/��ì0�jæjñ�üLì�æ�î�íx÷&å �jíxð�ë���÷�æÅüLõ�þS'�ïÑæÌñ"æHì&ò�æHì�ñ$��ðÌü/��å�ôóõ�æjñ�üLî�ïÑæ�÷�í
æ���æ&�,��÷�æAæ��~ë�æHì&ôóð�æHõq÷"üL÷&ôÑíxõ ÷"üxñ�!~ñ+üLõ�þ�ë�ì�íFòqôÑþ~ôóõ�ö ÷&å�æAüLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ�þ�üL÷"ü1�)ä»å�æjñ�æÅñ�æHì&ò�æHì�ñ�üLì�æAü/�&�jæjñ�ñ&ôóî�ïÑæeòPô�ü
é*ì&ôÑþAð�ôÑþ�þ~ïÑæHý²üLì�æ>�vý9å�ô<��å�æHò�æHìå�üLë�ë�æHõ�ñ ÷�í+î�æ*ôóõ�ñ&÷"üLïóïÑæjþÃíxõÃæWü/��å`ì�æjñ"í/��ì0�jæ>�

* æHïÑæHò£üLõh÷?émì&ôÑþeñ�æHì&òqô<�jæjñ»üLì�æ*ü-ì�æjñ�í/��ì0�jæmð�íxõ�ôó÷�íxì&ôóõ�ö�ñ�æHì&òPô<�jæ>�hïóôM!�æmæ>� ö��/&*æHïóë�å�íxô�ø��Jû	üLõ�þÅü{ì�æjñ�í/��ì0�jæ î�ì�í/!�æHì
÷&å�üL÷�ðÌüL÷0�"å�æjñ�÷"üxñ�!Pñº÷�í_�jíxð�ë���÷�æ²ñ"æHì&ò�æHì�ñ$� -�íxìº÷&å�æ9émì&ôÑþ+ñ�æHì&òPô<�jæjñ$�Lý�æ»üLïÑñ�íë�ì�íxë�í£ñ�æ»üLõR*��5�768� 90*>�:� ;/�Z��,����� �,�4��79�
�$����$�:9�,�$ä»å�ôÑñ*ôÑñ�ü�ë	æHì�ñ&ôÑñ&÷�æHõq÷*ñ"æHì&òqô<�jæ>�	÷&å�üL÷[!�æjæHë�ñ-÷&ì"ü/��!Òí��»ü�ö£ôóò�æHõ üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ)üLõ�þ æHõ�ñ���ì�æjñ*ôó÷*ì���õ�ñ[��õh÷&ôóï
ñ0���&�jæjñ�ñ=�:��ïW�jíxð�ë�ïÑæH÷&ôÑíxõF�9ë	í£ñ�ñ&ôóî�ïMX�ì�æjñ&÷"üLì&÷&ôóõ�ö�ôó÷�ôóõ �Wüxñ�æ`í��[�ÕüLôóïM��ì�æjñ2�O�»æjæHôóõ�ö�ü ö�æHõ�æHì"üLïÉÿDë���ì&ë�í£ñ�æ>�9þ�íxðÌüLôóõ~ÿ
ôóõ�þ�æHë	æHõ�þ�æHõh÷ñ�æHì&òqô<�jæ>�qôó÷I�WüLõÅî�æmþ�æHë�ïÑí$X�æjþÅôóõAü�òPôóì&÷���üLï>íxì&öhüLõ�ôM\FüL÷&ôÑíxõ`ý9ôó÷&å�í/��÷9íWò�æHì&ïMXÅüxþ~ð�ôóõ�ôÑñ&÷&ì"üL÷&ôóò�æ-æN�	íxì&÷�ñ2�
ì�æHïMXPôóõ�öÃíxõ�üÅñ�æ&�,��ì&ôó÷YX`�jíxõ��jæHë�÷�÷&å�üL÷�õ�æjæjþ�ñ-÷�íÅî	æ�þ�æHïóë�í2X�æjþ íxõ�ïMX íxõ��jæk�Ííxì{üLïóï !Pôóõ�þ�ñ�í��?üLë�ë�ïóô<�WüL÷&ôÑíxõ�ñ$� T�õ ü
�jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷·ÿDî�üxñ"æjþÃüLì0��å�ôó÷�æ&�H÷���ì�æ>��ý²æ-üxñ�ñ���ð�æ÷&å�æjñ�æñ"æHì&òqô<�jæjñ²÷�í'å�üjò�æmôóõh÷�æHì=�Dü/�jæjñ»÷&å�üL÷@'�÷�ôóõq÷�í'÷&å�æ_�jíxð�ë	íxõ�æHõh÷
ð�íPþ�æHï��
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Abstract

It is generally accepted that software architecture design should support required
properties such as robustness, reusability, and adaptability. To ensure such require-
ments, it is also commonly believed that the associated relevant concerns should
be identified at design time. Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) is an
emerging technology revisiting the principle of separation of concerns. The main
idea behind AOSD is that explicit abstractions and mechanisms should be provided
in order to separate, model, and compose (or weave) concerns that tend to cross-
cut multiple system components. Then, from a software engineering perspective,
the challenge is to localize and specify concerns as individual and reusable compo-
nents. Following the “object tradition”, a number of software architectures have been
proposed to explicit fundamental architectural abstractions leading to Component-
Based Software Design (CBSD). This approach has been advocated by OMG when
designing the CORBA Component Model (CCM) dedicated to distributed comput-
ing. More recently, GridCCM has extended CCM by introducing parallel components
dedicated to Grid Computing.

This paper presents preliminary work on mixing AOSD and CBSD in the context
of Grid applications. It introduces the problems raised by dynamically plugging
aspects into components and shows how this dynamic composition can be supported
by introducing aspects in CCM components, based on an extension of Arachne, a
dynamic weaver for C.
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1 Introduction

Component-Based Software Design (CBSD) is a line of research that enforces the design and
development of applications based on the development and interconnection of components
as black boxes. The interconnection of components is achieved by the usage of ports. Ports
are used to describe the services that one component provides to the outer world and
the services it uses from this outer world. For example, one component can define the
interfaces it provides, the events it publishes, as well as the interfaces it uses and the events
it consumes. Components are deployed into an environment called a component container

along with a specification of how ports are to be connected.
This approach intends to boost software development by means of high reuse, clear

interface definition, and encapsulation of code, but it suffers from the same limitations as
the Object-Oriented approach when trying to implement functionalities that cut across
the encapsulation hierarchy of the application. This kind of functionalities, where the
implementation expands over a number of software units (objects, components, procedures)
are called crosscutting concerns and are addressed by the research line known as Aspect-
Oriented Software Design (AOSD). The Aspect-Oriented approach aims to improve the
modularization of crosscutting concerns by defining units of software that, while declared
in a centralized way, are introduced or woven into the execution flow of the application
cutting across the encapsulation hierarchy of the system. This approach follows a white-
box model in order to weave aspects into the internals of software units, therefore breaking
the encapsulation principle. The trade-off between the black-box approach of CBSD and
the white-box approach of AOSD is at the heart of the CBSD/AOSD integration problem.

The goal of the present work was to make a step towards understanding the relationships
between the CBSD model and the AOSD model, looking for ways to integrate these models.
Our approach was to work on one specific, but important, use case: dynamically adding
a port to a component. This was achieved using concrete CBSD and AOSD technologies:
Mico CCM [3], the implementation of a CCM ORB [6] written in C++, and Arachne [1], a
dynamic weaver for C applications. One possible scenario consists of dynamically adding a
port to a component assembly in order to fulfill monitoring requirements over the behavior
and running state of each component in the assembly.

2 CCM Overview

The CORBA Component Model (CCM) [6] is an extension to the CORBA object model [7],
conceived by the OMG. The CCM specification is a major part of the CORBA 3.0 stan-
dard, released in 2002. CCM enforces distributed component-based software design using
CORBA as its middleware infrastructure.

Components are the building blocks of a CCM system. Developers define components
using IDL 3.0 language constructs, which are compiled into CORBA objects, packaged
into dynamic libraries (JAR, DLL) or executables, and deployed in a component container.
Containers are the runtime environment for a component on the server side.
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In CCM, a component may have attributes, may support interfaces, and may have any
of four types of ports. Attributes allow higher reuse of components by encapsulating gen-
eral behavior in attribute values that can be configured at deployment time, or runtime.
The use of interfaces is similar to the use of Java interfaces. Ports make it possible to
express interconnectivity between components. Ports allow one component to declare the
interfaces it uses and provides, as well as the events it consumes and publishes. Com-
ponent ports are interconnected later on, in an assembly stage, before deployment, which
results in a programming model driven by the assembly of prefabricated components rather
than application development. The interconnection of components may be done using an
assembly tool provided by the CCM implementation provider.

3 Arachne for CCM

The Arachne prototype is developed by the OBASCO research team [1]. It initially worked
on legacy C applications, and was further extended in order to support C++ and conduct
the experiment we report in this paper. Arachne allows the definition of aspects capable of
intercepting function invocation and variable access. This makes it possible to extend and
modify the behavior of an application. Classically (see for instance [5]), an aspect basically
consists of two parts: a pointcut, which tells where in the execution of the base program

new behavior should be added, and an advice, which is this new behavior. In Arachne, an
advice over a function application is similar to an around advice in AspectJ (the de facto
AOP standard [2]): the advice replaces the function invocation. The weaving of aspects in
the base program is achieved dynamically, giving the possibility of turning aspects on and
off at execution time. The following sections give an overview of the definition of aspects
and weaving in Arachne. After introducing our specific aspect language for CCM, we
present the architecture of Arachne. The last section focuses on the extension of Arachne
to deal with C++ applications, and Mico, a C++ implementation of a CCM ORB.

4 An Aspect-Oriented Language for CCM

This section presents an aspect-oriented language dedicated to components. It is inspired
by the CCM model and all the examples are based on this model. The language introduces
an aspect construct, meant to centralize the implementation of crosscutting concerns. This
construct acts over a set of components and makes it possible to react to internal events
by external actions or to react to external events by internal actions. In order to do so, the
component has somehow to be a white box in order to access to some details of its internal
execution both in terms of (internal) events and in terms of (internal) actions. This access
is however performed in a disciplined and well-modularized way.

The declaration of an aspect has the general form shown in Fig. 1. The add keyword
changes the structure of the component whereas the modify keyword only changes its
behavior. A detailed description of the effect of each keyword follows.
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aspect IDENTIFIER {

add [receptacle|facet|attribute] TYPE IDENTIFIER to COMPONENTSET

[{ (POINTCUT) | (C++ code) }];

modify [receptacle|facet] COMPONENTSET.PORTSET

when POINTCUT

[around|before|after [EXCEPTIONIDENTIFIER]]

{ C++ code };

}

Figure 1: Aspect definition

add Adds one port or attribute to a set of components. If the added port is of type
receptacle, the definition of a pointcut is added in order to invoke the new receptacle
as a reaction to some component behavior or state change. If the added port is of
type facet, some source code is added. This source code will be executed upon facet
invocation. If the added port is of type attribute, the type and identifier of the
added attribute must be declared. Code may be added to specify attribute setters
and getters, otherwise default setter and getters are generated.

modify A modification over a receptacle implies intercepting the client side of the request
response flow, while a modification over a facet implies server-side interception. A
modification can be of three types: around, before, or after, à la AspectJ. An
around advice replaces an invocation by an alternative implementation. Before and
after advices intercept the communication flow, before or after the request is sent
or received. The when clause makes it possible to define a pointcut restricting the
modification of the port to certain component states or behaviors.

5 Arachne

The implementation of this language is based on dynamic weaving, implemented by an
extension of Arachne, as described in the following two sections. We first describe the
architecture of Arachne, as a dynamic weaver for C, and then show how Arachne was
extended in order to apply to CCM components.

5.1 The Architecture of Arachne

The architecture of Arachne is shown in Fig. 2. It is composed of three parts: the aspect
runtime environment, a kernel manager, and an aspect compiler. The aspect compiler
translates the aspects into C code that is compiled with gcc. The runtime environment is
responsible for the actual aspect weaving (and unweaving): it rewrites, at run time, the
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Figure 2: The architecture of Arachne

compiled code of the base program interpreted by the processor such that the advices are
executed at the appropriate join points, that is, the execution points in the base program
that belong to the aspect pointcuts.

The main component of the runtime environment is the Arachne kernel dynamic link

library (DLL). As the runtime environment is responsible for weaving aspects in the base
program at runtime, it has to be able to rewrite the binary code of the base program and
thus needs to be loaded in the same address space. Once the kernel DLL is loaded in the
address space, it creates a thread in the base program process, waiting for weaving and
unweaving requests. By using a thread for processing the weaving and unweaving requests,
the execution of the base program does not have to be suspended. Upon reception of a
weaving request, the Arachne kernel loads the corresponding aspect DLL. Then the kernel
loads the rewriting DLLs required by the aspect if necessary. A rewriting DLL serves as
an API that provides functions to rewrite/instrument one kind of join point (for instance,
function calls). Metadata DLLs are used to ensure the independence between the aspects
and the base program. They contain a mapping between the symbolic description of
rewriting sites and the actual rewriting sites in the binary code of the base program. In
case of unweaving, the kernel instructs the rewriting DLLs referenced by the aspect to
restore the original code before unloading the aspect DLL.

The kernel manager serves as a link between the user who wants to weave and unweave
aspects into different applications, and aspect kernels that actually weave and unweave the
aspects into specific base programs.

The compiler first translates an aspect written in the aspect language into a C source
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file that contains both the advices as executable functions and dynamic predicates, which
test whether an execution point belongs to the associated pointcut. In a second step, the
compiler generates a compiled aspect DLL by using a regular C compiler (gcc).

5.2 Extension of Arachne to C++

We now consider how we extended Arachne for dynamic weaving into C++ applications
and therefore into Mico CCM components.

C++ can be seen as a typed object-oriented extension of C providing function over-
loading and overriding, instance variables, and compile-time code generation facilities
(template). To ensure proper interoperability between compilers, the compiled repre-
sentation of a C++ file has been normalized [4, 8]. Except from the language features
specific to C++, this standard closely follows the ANSI C specification. Therefore, the
techniques used in Arachne to instrument C programs are directly applicable to C++ pro-
grams and only the features specific to C++ require further considerations and will be
discussed in the following.

C++ implements function overloading by encoding the types of the signature in the
function name. This encoding process is defined by the standard and allows tools such as
GNU nm to retrieve the exact, source level, name from the encoded, binary level, function
name. By using this property, Arachne properly handles overloaded functions.

Function overriding in C++ is implemented using vtables [4, 8]. The C++ compiler
translates the invocation of virtual functions into binary code that first retrieves the
address of the function to be executed from the vtable, before actually executing it. In
addition, the C++ compiler holds each vtable as a global variable. Therefore, to trigger
the execution of an action upon a virtual function, Arachne replaces the address stored in
the vtable by the address of the advice.

Finally, C++ compile-time generation facilities do not interfere with Arachne for C++.
Arachne however is not able to trigger advice on template functions, since these computa-
tions are performed at compile time and their results are inlined in the compiled executable.
This is not surprising as Arachne for C is not able to trigger advice upon inlined C func-
tions.

6 Conclusion

The goal of our work is to design an extension of the CCM model that retains the gener-
ality of aspect-oriented languages while keeping the power and flexibility of more vertical
approaches in the CCM model. It is with this goal in mind that a proposal for an aspect-
oriented language for components has been presented in this paper. This language is based
on the concept of an aspect as an entity that acts over a set of components. These compo-
nents lose their strict black-box property, but in a disciplined way. Through a dedicated
aspect language, Arachne can be used to dynamically alter the behavior of the components
by modifying either their implementation or their interface.
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Future work includes developing a proof of concept of the aspect-oriented language,
based on a non trivial scenario and concrete Grid application, making use of the mecha-
nism developed in this work for dynamically adding a port to a component. For example,
we propose to transform the visual monitoring of the HydroGrid application into an aspect.
The HydroGrid application aims at the modeling and simulation of fluid and solution trans-
port in subsurface geological media. We plan to study aspect integration with GridCCM,
an extension of CCM introducing parallel components dedicated to Grid Computing. An
advantage of the HydroGrid application is that there is a CCM as well as a GridCCM
implementation of it.
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Abstract
Deployment on the Grid corresponds to the struggle between two di�erent interests. On one

hand, the goal of achieving an abstract generic deployment approach; on the second one, the
objective of supporting deployment on a variety of architectures with speci�c features.

The ProActive Deployment compromise corresponds to the Descriptor Model. In this model,
three di�erent levels of abstractions are de�ned, from the most abstract to most concrete: Vir-
tualNodes, Java Virtual Machines and Infrastructure (Process). Applying this approach, user
programing code can be liberated from the burden of handling the architecture speci�c details.

We believe it is interesting for us, and the ProActive users, to provide File Transfer tools. The
present work focus on how to integrate this into the ProActive Descriptor Deployment Model, while
maintaining the balance between the abstract and the concrete. Along the way we also compare
related approaches, specially the GAT framework and Unicore.

Road Map

This document is organized as follows: In section 1 we provide some background on ProActive De-
scriptor Deployment Model. In section 2 we describe our ProActive File Transfer Model. In section 3
we show our current implementation and how the model is integrated into the ProActive Descriptor
Deployment Model. Finally in section 4 we compare our approach with related tools.

1 ProActive Descriptor Deployment Model Background

With the ProActive Descriptor Deployment Model, it is possible to deploy applications on sites that use
heterogeneous protocols, without changing the application source code. All information related with
the deployment of the application is described in the XML Deployment Descriptor. Thus, eliminating
references inside the code to: machine names, submission protocols (local, rsh, ssh, lsf, globus, unicore,
pbs, lsf, etc..) and registry/lookup protocols (rmi, jini, http, etc...).

To achieve this, three levels of abstraction are de�ned. From the most abstract to the most concrete:

VirtualNode corresponds to the actual references in the application code. They have a unique
identi�er, and can be mapped on to Java Virtual Machines (JVM). The result of this mapping
corresponds to a ProActive Node.

JVM stands for Java Virtual Machines that contain the ProActive Nodes. These JVMs can be created
or acquired (on local or remote sites), through the process mapping.

Process corresponds to the mechanism by which JVMs are created or acquired. All the protocol
speci�c information is detailed in the process section.

E�ectively, a user can change the mapping of the VirtualNode->JVM->Process to deploy on a di�erent
site, without modifying a single line of code in the application.

∗OSCAR is a joint collaboration project between the INRIA OASIS Project and Universidad de Chile.
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1.1 Descriptor Example

The following example deploys the VirtualNode named Example into a newly created JVM on a remote
machine through ssh.

<ProActiveDescriptor xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="DescriptorSchema.xsd">

<componentDefinition>
<virtualNodesDefinition>
<virtualNode name="Example"/>
</virtualNodesDefinition>
<componentDefinition/>
<deployment>
<mapping>
<map virtualNode="Example">
<jvmSet> <vmName value="Jvm1"/> </jvmSet>
</map>
</mapping>
<jvms>
<jvm name="Jvm1">
<creation> <processReference refid="sshProcess"/> </creation>
</jvm>
</jvms>
</deployment>
<infrastructure>
<processes>
<processDefinition id="sshProcess">
<processReference refid="jvmProcess"/>
<sshProcess class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.SSHProcess"

hostname="example.host" username="smith"/>
</processDefinition>
<processDefinition id="jvmProcess">
<jvmProcess class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.JVMNodeProcess"/>
</processDefinition>
</processes>
</infrastructure>

</ProActiveDescriptor>

2 ProActive File Transfer Model

We believe it is important to support File Transfer at di�erent stages of Grid usage. For this, we
have identi�ed that File Transfer may occur: (I) Before application deployment; (II) After application
deployment but before the user application is launched; (III) During user application; (IV) After the
user application has �nished. For this, we have de�ned File Transfer Deploy as the �le transfer that
can take place at (I) or (II), and File Transfer Retrieve at (IV).

Since each stage has its own functional and environmental requirements, we have segmented our
approach to tackle these stages as follows: Cases (I) and (IV) are handled through the File Transfer
De�nitions in the ProActive Deployment Descriptor (described in the �rst part of this section: 2.1).
Cases (II) and (III) are handled using the ProActive API File Transfer Tools (described in the second
part of this section: 2.2).

2.1 File Transfer De�nitions

A File Transfer de�nition must contain at least the following information: what to transfer; when to
transfer; where from/to; and how. To promote reusability, and properly integrate this de�nitions into
ProActive, we have grouped this information into two parts. The �rst is the Abstract De�nition which
mainly focus on answering the what question. The second group is the Concrete De�nition which
focus on answering the when, where and how questions.
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Figure 1: ProActive File Transfer Model

Abstract De�nitions

• Must have a unique identi�er.

• May contain more than one File or Directory speci�ed as a source name, and optionally a
destination name.

• Can be referenced from the VirtualNode Level and/or directly from the Process Level.

Concrete De�nitions

• Must have an identi�er as to when this File Transfer must take place (Deploy, Retrieve).

• Can contain a reference to one or several File Transfer Abstract De�nitions.

• May have sequence of �le transfer protocols that will be used to copy the �les, until one succeeds.

• Can contain source and destination speci�c information like: pre�x, username, hostname, �lepath
separator, etc.

• Can be referenced only from the Process Level.

To properly integrate these de�nitions into the ProActive Deployment Descriptor Model they must
be referenced at the corresponding abstraction level, as shown in Figure 1. Both de�nitions will then
be processed in the File Transfer Workshop module, to produce the CopyProtocol instances. The File
Transfer will then take place by executing the CopyProtocol instances until one of them succeeds.

2.2 ProActive API File Transfer Tools

For handling File Transfer during user application, or when no CopyProtocol can be used, we believe
it is useful to have a ProActive File Transfer API. The main API features should be:

Retrieve Triggers the gathering of remote �les. The necessary information for accomplishing this is
assumed to be already speci�ed in the XML Deployment Descriptor.

Push If node A invokes a push method on node B, then a �le from A will be transfered to B.

Pull If node A invokes a pull method from node B, then a �le from B will be transfered to A.

Asynchronism Since File Transfer can take a long time, we would like to continue with the asynchro-
nism philosophy already present in ProActive. In this philosophy, method calls invoked on active
objects are asynchronous with transparent future objects and the synchronization is handled on a
wait-by-necessity basis[3]. In the same fashion, we can envision having future �les where the user
code may continue executing while the �le transfer takes place or until it is absolutely necessary
to wait (wait-by-necessity).
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3 File Transfer in ProActive Descriptor Deployment

3.1 File Transfer Related XML Tags

The ProActive Deployment Descriptor Model is speci�ed with a XML schema. To add the File Transfer
support we have included new XML tags to the schema, which correspond to the abstract and concrete
de�nitions discussed earlier (see section 2.1). The tags can be used the in following way:

File Transfer De�nition

....
</deployment>
<FileTransferDefinitions>

<FileTransfer id="123">
<file src="input.dat" dest="input.dat" />
<file src="code.jar" />
<dir src="exampledir" dest="otherdir"/>

</FileTransfer>
<FileTransfer id="456">

<file src="output.dat"/>
</FileTransfer>

</FileTransferDefinitions>
<infrastructure>
....

VirtualNode Level

<VirualNode name="example" FileTransferDeploy="123"/>

Process Level

<processDefinition id="xyz">
<sshProcess>...

<FileTransferDeploy refid="implicit">
<copyProtocol>processDefault, scp, rcp</copyProtocol>
<sourceInfo prefix="/home/user" />
<destinationInfo prefix="/tmp"/>

</FileTransferDeploy>
<FileTransferRetrieve refid="456">

<copyProtocol>processDefault</copyProtocol>
<sourceInfo prefix="/tmp" hostname="foo.bar" username="smith"/>
<destinationInfo prefix="/home/user"/>

</FileTransferRetrieve>
</sshProcess>

</processDefinition>

The �exibility of the proposed approach requires that the File Transfer is de�ned at two levels, but
the user can use three. In the example, the FileTransfer Deploy is de�ned using three levels, while the
File Transfer Retrieve uses only two. The main advantage of using three levels is the reusability of
the process section. Several VirtualNodes can be mapped on to the same process, while transferring
di�erent �les, by changing the File Transfer De�nition reference at the VirtualNode level.

3.2 File Transfer CopyProtocols

As discussed in section 2, CopyProtocols are generated as the result of merging the abstract and
concrete representations of File Transfer. In our current implementation, the user may specify an
ordered list of CopyProtocols. Each CopyProtocol will be tried until one succeeds in transferring the
�les.

To clearly identify which CopyProtocols can be used with a certain deployment process, we have
identi�ed that these CopyProtocols can be of two di�erent types:
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Internal CopyProtocol Process dependant. The �le transfer takes place at the same time as the
job submission (process deployment). For example: Unicore or Globus �le transfer.

External CopyProtocol Process independent. The �le transfer takes place before the process de-
ployment. For example: scp, rcp.

Therefore, Internal CopyProtocols can only be used if deploying with the speci�c process. That is to
say, Unicore �le transfer can only be used when submitting a job to a Unicore site. While External
CopyProtocols can be used independently of the type of job submission used. For example, with our
current implementation, it is possible to transfer �les with scp ( or any other External CopyProtocol)
to a Unicore site! This provides a �exible and powerful way of combining File Transfer and deployment
tools.

4 Related Tools

In the �rst part of this section, we will relate the ProActive File Transfer Model with similar approaches
that support File Transfer: Unicore. On the second part we will focus on the GAT framework, which
is known [5] to have a transparent �le access support.

4.1 GRID Middlewares

ProActive currently supports deployment on various GRID middlewares. Some of this have File Trans-
fer capabilities. We will analyse which and what capabilities can be linked with the ProActive File
Transfer Model for Unicore.

Unicore

Unicore supports �le transfer in two directions: import and export by de�ning them explicitly inside
the unicore job[4] . Before the job is executed by the scheduler, �les are imported into the job space.
When the job is �nished executing, �les can be exported from the job space.

The Import/Export principle relates directly with the Deploy/Retrieve concepts in the ProActive
File Transfer Model.

4.2 GAT Framework

The GAT Framework works with adaptors. Each adaptor provides functionality for a given protocol.
In the case of �les, remote �les can be transparently accessed or transfered if a suitable adaptor is
found[1].

We believe GAT �le transfer features can be integrated into the ProActive File Transfer Model. It
is possible to envision a CopyProtocol mapped on to GAT, thus having all the features of GAT �le
transfer as part of ProActive Deployment and Retrieval. This can be easily accomplished using the
modularity of our design, for GAT or any other CopyProtocol.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We believe our File Transfer design provides a �exible and useful Grid tool. Firstly, by clearly iden-
tifying the abstract and concrete aspects of File Transfer, thus providing separation of concerns and
reusability (2.1). Secondly, by addressing File Transfer at two key moments: deployment and re-
trieval time (3.1). Thirdly, by combining in a �exible way: job submission protocols and File Transfer
protocols (3.2). Finally, by providing asynchronous File Transfer tools during user application (2.2).

Nevertheless, before File Transfer can be considered an integral feature of ProActive, further re-
�nement and implementation of the ProActive File Transfer API are required.
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Abstract 

The Grid Execution Management for Legacy Code Architecture (GEMLCA) enables 
exposing legacy applications as Grid services without re-engineering the code, or even 
requiring access to the source files. The integration of current GT3 and GT4 based 
GEMLCA implementations with the P-GRADE Grid portal allows the creation, 
execution and visualisation of complex Grid workflows composed of legacy and non-
legacy components. However, the deployment of legacy codes and mapping their 
execution to Grid resources is currently done manually. This paper outlines how 
GEMLCA can be extended with automatic service deployment, brokering, and 
information system support. A conceptual architecture for an Automatic Deployment 
Service (ADS) and for an x-Service Interoperability Layer (XSILA) are introduced 
explaining how these mechanisms support desired features in future releases of 
GEMLCA. 

1.   Legacy Code Services for the Grid 
The Grid requires special Grid enabled applications capable of utilising the 
underlying middleware and infrastructure. Most Grid projects so far have either 
developed new applications from scratch, or significantly re-engineered existing ones 
in order to be run on their platforms. This practice is appropriate in this context, 
where the applications are mainly aimed at proving the concept of the underlying 
architecture. However, as the Grid becomes stable and commonplace in both 
scientific and industrial settings, a demand will be created for porting a vast legacy of 
applications onto the new platform. Companies and institutions can ill afford to throw 
such applications away for the sake of a new technology, and there is a clear business 
imperative for them to be migrated onto the Grid with the least possible effort and 
cost. Grid computing is now progressing to a point where reliable Grid middleware 
and higher level tools will be offered to support the creation of production level Grids. 
A high-level Grid toolkit should definitely include components for turning legacy 
applications into Grid services.  
The Grid Execution Management for Legacy Code Architecture (GEMLCA) [1] 
enables legacy code programs written in any source language (Fortran, C, Java, etc.) 
to be easily deployed as a Grid Service without significant user effort. GEMLCA does 
not require any modification of, or even access to, the original source code. A user-
level understanding, describing the necessary input and output parameters and 
environmental values such as the number of processors or the job manager required, is 
all that is needed to port the legacy application binary onto the Grid. 
In order to offer a user friendly application environment, and support the creation of 
complex Grid applications from building blocks, GEMLCA is integrated with the 
workflow oriented P-GRADE Grid portal [2]. Using the integrated GEMLCA – P-
GRADE portal solution users can create complex Grid workflows from legacy and 
non-legacy components, map them to the available Grid resources, execute the 
workflows, and visualise and monitor their execution.  
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A drawback of the current solution is the static mapping of legacy components onto 
resources.  Before creating the workflow the legacy application has to be deployed on 
the target site, and during workflow creation, but prior to its submission, the user has 
to specify the resource where the component will be executed. It would be desirable 
to allocate resources dynamically at run-time and to automatically deploy a legacy 
component on a different site in order to achieve better performance. 
Figure 1 illustrates how GEMLCA can be extended with these functionalities. Instead 
of mapping the execution of workflow components statically to the different Grid 
sites, the abstract workflow graph created by the user is passed to a resource broker 
together with quality of service (QoS) requirements. The broker contacts an 
information service and tries to map different components of the workflow to 
different resources and pre-deployed services. If user QoS requirements cannot be 
fulfilled with the currently deployed services, or if the required service is not 
deployed on any of the resources, the broker contacts the automatic deployment 
service in order to deploy the code on a different site. As the sites can belong to 
different Grids with different middleware, policy and security standards, the deployer 
service should resolve these interoperability problems. 
Unfortunately no currently existing information system, resource broker or 
deployment service can be directly used and integrated with GEMLCA to solve these 
problems. Significant research, extension and improvement of existing solutions are 
necessary. In this paper we concentrate on a subset of this complex architecture and 
propose a solution for the Automatic Deployment Service (ADS) and for an x-Service 
Interoperability Layer (XSILA). 

2.   Automatic Deployment Service in GEMLCA 
In the current GEMLCA architecture legacy code services are deployed and mapped 
manually to Grid resources at workflow construction time. As a pre-requisite to 
extending GEMLCA with QoS based brokering and load-balancing capabilities, 
services have to be automatically deployed or migrated from one site to another.  This 
section describes the challenges faced when deploying services, and proposes a 
general architecture for an Automatic Deployment Service. 
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Figure 1 Brokering, information system and automatic deployment support in GEMLCA
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2.1 Deployment Scenarios 
There are several research efforts identifying and implementing solutions for 
scenarios when automatic deployment of services is important [3]. Each scenario can 
be derived from the following two basic cases: 
1. Deploying new Grid services. This scenario means the deployment of a new Grid 

service onto a target site by the service developer. Dependencies have to be 
detected and resolved by the automatic service deployment tool, and the service 
container has to be prepared accordingly in order to prevent misbehaviour. 

2. Migrating existing Grid services. This scenario occurs when migrating an already 
deployed Grid service to a different site where a dependency description is 
available. However, even within the same Grid, this description could be in a 
different format than is required, depending on the selected service container. An 
automated deployment tool should provide a transformation between different 
dependency descriptions. Where the description is not appropriate, dependencies 
have to be investigated like in the previous scenario. 

Based on these two basic scenarios the following examples illustrate where automatic 
service deployment is important in a Grid environment: 
- Automatic selection services. An already deployed service can’t process any more 

request as its hosting container is overloaded. The service has to be migrated to a 
site with lower load, and some of its requests have to be redirected to the newly 
deployed service. 

- Grid systems integration. Joining different Grids can be more efficient when some 
services are installed on both of them. Migration of a service in this situation may 
result in lower communication overhead.  In this case a translation is needed 
between the different site description languages, and deployment specific 
information has to be provided. Following this, the system has to install the proper 
environment on the Grid receiving the service in order to carry out the migration. 

- Refining existing services. Some services (usually data retrieval solutions) provide 
very generic information to their users, irrelevant to their real, usually restricted, 
needs. In this case users have to filter this information in order to retrieve what is 
relevant for them. To avoid high network traffic this filtering can be implemented 
and deployed as a new service on the site where the general service resides. 

 2.2 Deployment Service Architecture 
In order to support the previously described scenarios a layered deployment service 
architecture has been identified. Figure 2 shows this architecture, and illustrates how 
it is utilised when migrating an already deployed service to a target site. The 
migration process and the tasks of the different layers of the architecture are the 
following: 
1. The Grid sites register themselves in an information system. The registration 

contains basic site descriptions. 
2. In order to be migrated from site A to an appropriate target site, the service 

contacts the Automatic Deployment Service. 
3. The deployment service queries the information system in order to access site 

descriptions, and also generates the description of the service to be migrated. The 
classifier module [4] tests the description of the service against the site 
descriptions, and generates a set of sites that are the most capable of hosting the 
service. All the descriptions, with the help of ontologies, are transformed into a 
meta-description suitable for classification [5]. Following this, the dependency 
checker investigates the capabilities of the selected sites. The capabilities should 
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be identified with a black box method as the source code is not available in 
GEMLCA. In a black-box method, dependencies are detected using an observer 
execution environment. The service uses generic test data that affects all of its 
features in order to gather runtime dependencies, such as the files accessed, 
network connections used, or environment variables needed to be set up.  The 
generated descriptions are stored in the information system for further use.  

4. Based on the information received from the dependency checker the comparator 
prepares some metrics (cost and time requirements of the deployment based on the 
descriptions), and selects the site with the lowest deployment cost (Site B in our 
example) [6]. 

5. In order to make Site B compatible with Site A from the service’s point of view, 
the dependency installer prepares several installation scripts and environment 
configuration files/setup scripts. These scripts have to take care of all third party 
software necessary for the service. The established network connections have to 
be simulated with a proxy. This proxy has to be prepared on both sites. 

6. The deployer prepares a sandbox [7] on SiteB in order to separate the execution of 
the service from others. The sandboxing technique used can be various; e.g. a 
basic chrooted environment, some Java security model based solution, or a 
virtualisation technique (Xen, VirtualPC, VMware). The deployer interfaces with 
the actual sandboxing technique to create a new sandbox, and then the installation 
scripts, created in the previous step, are executed in it.  

7. The deployer notifies SiteA, and negotiates the transfer of the service between the 
sites. The negotiator can detect the available and accessible transfer services on 
each site. It also has the capability to act as an intermediate layer between the 
source and the destination, if it is necessary. The service has to be registered with 
the new host environment in an execution environment specific way without 
restarting it (the state information of services should not be modified) [8]). 

After the transfer is completed between the two sites the service becomes available on 
the new site. 

3.   x-Service Interoperability 
The ADS presented in the previous section offers solution for automatic deployment 
of services within the same administrative domain. However, interoperability issues 
have to be taken into consideration when bridging different Grid domains. The aim of 

Figure 2 Automatic Deployment Service Architecture 
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our Grid services interoperability research is to build on existing policy and security 
solutions and standards that are managed independently by different Grid sites, and to 
develop an architecture that is capable of bridging isolated Grids in a flexible, scalable 
and dynamic manner. As a result of this work, GEMLCA is significantly extended to 
enable the deployment, creation, invocation and management of Grid services 
between multi-domain Grid environments, thus enabling a dynamic integration of 
different Grid sites. 
A general interoperability architecture, the x-Service Interoperability Layer (XSILA), 
has been specified in order to handle interoperability issues between Grid clients and 
Grid services when they are in different domains (“x” refers to any kind of Grid or 
Web service in this context). Extending the ADS with XSILA enables the automatic 
deployment of a Grid service into different domains. XSILA serves as a bridge 
between the different Grids, and makes the deployment to a different domain 
transparent for the ADS by redirecting the communication between the ADS and the 
services though XSILA, as illustrated on Figure 3. The architecture is composed of 
five layers: 

1. Negotiator Layer - collects interoperability properties, such as access 
mechanisms, policies, and security mechanisms of the involved domains. 

2. Analyzer Layer - analyses the properties collected by the negotiator layer, defines 
the differences between domains, and prepares a list of interoperability 
requirements based on these differences. 

3. Classifier Layer - classifies the interoperability requirements into interoperability 
classes. It utilizes a mapping engine to create correlation between the demands of 
each domain. 

4. Dispatcher Layer - uses the mapping produced by the classifier layer to spawn a 
Bridge Service that contains the generated mappings. Each dispatched bridge 
includes a unique identifier which is then can be used by a client to access the 
service. 

5. Bridge Layer - encompasses one or more Bridge Services that are spawned by the 
Dispatcher Layer. Each Bridge Service is intended to resolve a particular 
interoperability problem. The Bridge service is discarded once a communication is 
no longer required. 

Figure 3  ADS and the x-Service Interoperability 
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4. Conclusion and Further Work 
Deploying legacy applications on the Grid without reengineering the code is crucial 
for the wider scientific and industrial take-up of Grid technology. GEMLCA provides 
a general solution in order to convert legacy applications as black-boxes into OGSA 
compatible Grid services, without any significant user effort.  
Current GEMLCA implementations fulfil this objective, and the integrated GEMLCA 
- P-GRADE Portal solution offers a user friendly Web interface and workflow support 
on top of this. However, GEMLCA should be further developed and extended with 
additional features, like information system support, brokering, load balancing or 
automatic deployment and migration of services, in order to offer a more 
comprehensive solution for Grid users.  
This paper presented an Automatic Deployment Service Architecture that enables the 
automatic deployment and migration of GEMLCA Grid services to different sites 
within the same Grid domain. The combination of this architecture with the x-Service 
Interoperability Layer extends deployment and migration capabilities to different 
domains. Adding these features to GEMLCA enables service developers to deploy 
their services automatically on the target site, or to migrate the service to a different 
site, spanning multiple Grid domains when required, if execution is more efficient 
there.  
The implementation of these architectures and their integration with GEMLCA is 
currently work in progress.  Also, the investigation has already started how it could be 
integrated and extended with existing information system and brokering solutions in 
order to realise the full GEMLCA-based Grid presented in Figure 1 of this paper. 
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Abstract

A promising approach to the development of grid software consists in combining high-
level components, which simplify application programming, with Web services, which enable
interoperability among distributed components. In this paper, we consider the combination of
HOCs (Higher Order Components) and the ProActive/Fractal component model. Since instan-
tiating skeletons requires transferring executable code,the following problem arises: how does
one support code-carrying parameters in component interfaces exposed as web services? The
paper shows how this problem has been solved by combining theProActive/Fractal mechanism
for automatic web service exposition with the HOC mechanismfor code mobility.

1 Introduction

The complexity of developing grid applications is currently attracting much research attention. A
promising approach for simplifying development and enhancing application quality is skeleton-
based development [8]. This approach is based on the observation that many applications share a
common set of recuring patterns such as divide and conquer, farm, and pipeline. The idea is then
to capture such patterns as generic software constructs that can be customised by developers to
produce multiple applications.
A recently proposed, skeleton-based approach is theHigher Order Components (HOCs) [10]
approach, which also exploits component technology and webservices. HOCs are components for
grid applications, customised with application-specific code, and exposed as web services. Since
HOCs and the customizing code reside at different locations, the HOC approach includes support
for code mobility. HOCs simplify application development because they isolate application de-
velopers from the details of building HOCs. The HOC approachcan meet the requirements of
providing a component architecture for grid programming with respect to abstraction and inter-
operability for two reasons: programming model offered by HOCs imposes a clear separation of
concerns in terms of high-level services expecting from their users the provision of application-
level code only interface in form of a Web service making it accessible to remote systems without
introducing any requirements on them, e. g. , regarding the use of a particular middleware technol-
ogy or programming language.
Building new HOCs currently requires starting from scratchand using low-level Grid middleware,
which is tedious and error prone. We believe that combining another high-level Grid programming
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environment, such as GAT [6] or ProActive [3] can greatly reduce the complexity of developing
and deploying HOC components. This complexity can be reduced further by providing support
for composing HOCs out of other HOCs (e. g. , in a nested manner) or other reusable functionality.
For this reason, we are investigating the uniform use of the ProActive/Fractal [7] component model
for implementing HOCs as assemblies of smaller-grained components, and for integrating HOCs
with other HOCs and client software.
Since HOCs need to be parameterised with code, implementingHOCs as ProActive/Fractal com-
ponents poses the following technical problem: how can one pass code-carrying arguments to
component interfaces exposed as web services? This paper describes how this problem is ad-
dressed by combining HOC’s code mobility mechanism with ProActive/Fractal’s mechanism for
automatic web service exposition.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, section 2 describes the HOC approach, focus-
ing on the code mobility mechanism. Section 3 then discusseshow HOCs can be implemented in
terms of ProActive/Fractal components. Section 4 presentsthe solution to the problem of support-
ing code-carrying parameters, and section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Higher-Order Components (HOCs)

Higher-Order Components[10] [9] (or HOCs) have been defined with the aim to provide an ef-
ficient, parallel grid implementation of skeletons. HOCs are customised by plugging application-
specific code to appropriate places in the skeleton, and theyexpose web service enabled interfaces
for customisation and triggering computations. Specifically, a HOC client first invokes the cus-
tomisation services exposed by the HOC. The goal is to set thebehaviours that are left open in
the skeleton, e.g., the behaviours of masters and workers ina farm HOC. Next, the client invokes
services on the configured HOC to initiate computation and retrieve the results. For interoperabil-
ity purposes between the client and the instances of HOCs, all those services are exposed as web
services.
Let us demonstrate this feature using the example of an HOC implementing the Farm skeleton,
with a master and an arbitrary number of workers.

This HOC implements the dispatching of data emitted from themaster via scattering, i. e. , each
worker is sent an equally sized subset of the input. The HOC implementation is partial since it does
neither include the required code to split an input array into subsets, nor the code to process one
single subset. These application-specific codes must be specified by the client.

More precisely, the client must provide (in a registry) codeunits that correspond to the follow-
ing interfaces:

public interface Worker {
public double[] compute(double[] input);

}
public interface Master {

public double[][] split (double[] input, int numWorkers);
public double[] join(double[][] input);

}
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The client creates, customises, and triggers a farm HOC in the following way:

farmHOC =farmFactory.createHOC();
farmHOC.setMaster("masterID"); // web service invocation in Java
farmHOC.setWorker("workerID");
String[] targetHosts = {"masterH", "workerH1", ...}
farmHOC.configureGrid(targetHosts); // deployment of the farmHOC on the Grid
farmHOC.compute(input);

Note that we have chosendouble-arrays as parameter types for the code units because it is
actually the most general type possible, as the type must have a corresponding representation in
the WSDL types element, which is an XML-Schema. Thexsd:any type would not help at all,
since GT3 can only convert it to plain Java Object and forbidsall derived types, as they cannot be
serialized/deserialized in a transmission when the defining class is not present on both, the sender
and the receiver side. A plainjava.lang.Object is not suitable to transmit any significant in-
formation and alternatives like Java Beans (i. e. , classes composed of attributes and corresponding
accessors only) result in fixed parameter types and also require a much more extensive marshaling
process than the primitivedouble type.

An important feature of the HOC architecture is the ’code mobility’ mechanism, which sup-
ports shipping code units from a registry where clients haveput them previously to HOCs for
customising the skeleton. In our example, the code shippingmechanism is used when a client
invokessetMaster("masterID") on the farmHOC. The ”masterID” identifies the code unit that
has been previously placed in the registry.

In the particular case of code units being Java bytecode, thecode mobility mechanism employs
a remote class loader for HOCs that replaces the Java defaultclass loader. The introduced loader
connects to a specific service (named theCode Servicein the HOC Service Architecture) instead
of searching class files locally when new classes are loaded.After the bytecode for a particular
class is retrieved from a remote registry, the class is instantiated by the introduced loader using
the Java reflection mechanism. Overall, the code mobility mechanism provides a sort of mapping
of code parameters implementing the Java interfaces required for a given type of HOC to XML-
schema definitions, as they are used in WSDL descriptions. This mapping is indirect as it relies
on the usage of string identifiers for code parameters (whichcan be obviously be expressed in
the corresponding WSDL). Also, the current implementationof the HOC architecture does not
enable the automatic generation of WSDL descriptions associated with the services of HOCs to be
published. It is the duty of the programmer of a (new type of) HOC to provide the code for the
WSDL generation.

3 Higher-Order Components (HOCs)
built upon ProActive/Fractal

ProActive/Fractal components are runtime entities that communicate using interfaces connected
through bindings. An important feature of the model is its support for hierarchical composition,
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i. e. , components can be connected and nested into each otherup to arbitrary levels of abstraction.
Component configurations can be specified flexibly using an architecture description language
(ADL) and mapped declaratively to arbitrary network topologies using deployment descriptors.
Moroever, components can be associated with an extensible set of controllers, which enable in-
specting and reconfiguring their internal features. Importantly, the model also supports automati-
cally exposing component interfaces as Web services, thus enabling interoperation across different
programming languages. The component model is expected to simplify developing and modifying
HOCs because it presents a high abstraction level to developers and supports easily changing con-
figurations and deployment properties without code modifications.
Using ProActive/Fractal, a HOC will be formed as a compositethat contains components cus-
tomizable with externally-provided behaviour. Consider,again, the Farm-HOC from the previous
section, and see how it could be seen as a Fractal component. This would be a composite com-
ponent containing a primitive component called master connected to an arbitrary number of other
primitives called workers (fig. 1). The master and the workers can reside either on a single machine
or they can be distributed over multiple nodes of the grid, depending on the deployment config-
uration. For even more efficiency, the master could dispatchdata to workers using the built-in
scattering (group communication) mechanism provided by the component model.
The master and worker components are customisable with external behaviour (depicted with the
black cycles) through the following interface exposed on the composite:

public interface Customisation {
public void setMaster(Master m);
public void setWorker(Worker w);

}

Figure 1: The Farm-HOC shown using the Fractal symbols

Following the HOC architecture, theCustomisation interface must be exposed as web services.
However, this requires that one can pass a code-carrying, behavioural argument (e.g., aMaster
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implementation) to a web service, which is currently unsupported in ProActive/Fractal. This tech-
nical problem is solved using the code mobility mechanism from the HOC architecture combined
with the existing ProActive mechanisms for automatic web service exposition.

4 Accessing HOC components via ProActive web services

This section first describes the existing ProActive mechanism for automatically exposing compo-
nents as web services, and then it explains how the mechanismhas been extended to solve the
technical problem identified earlier.
ProActive allows any web service enabled client to invoke services on component interfaces. The
implementation uses the Axis [2] library to generate the appropriate WSDL description and the
Apache SOAP [1] engine to deploy and route the service invocation through a custom, ProActive
provider. Exposing components as web services is performed through simply using the ProAc-
tive static methodexposeComponentAsWebService, which generates the service description and
makes it available on the web server. This mechanism supports all defined types in the SOAP
specification; Java primitive types are supported, but not complex types. When consumers need
to perform a call on a service, they get the description and just perform the call according to the
WSDL contract (fig. 2, step 1).

Figure 2: ProActive web services mechanism with HOC remote class loading

This architecture removes the need to worry about processing SOAP messages: when a call
reaches the provider, the engine has already unmarshalled the SOAP message and knows which
method to call on which object (fig. 2, step 2). The provider needs only to implement the logic
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required to call the corresponding public methods. Specifically, the provider gets a remote refer-
ence on the targeted interface (fig. 2, step 3), it performs a standard ProActive call from the web
server side to the remote ProActive runtime side using the reference (fig. 2, step 4), and it returns
the result to the SOAP engine. The engine then marshalls a newSOAP message and sends it back
to the service consumer (fig. 2, steps 5 and 6).
As mentioned earlier, the problem with the existing mechanism is that passing arguments of com-
plex type is unsupported, which is a shame as it is required, in particular, to pass code-carrying
arguments for customizing HOCs. We do aim to solve the problem in the general case, but we have
addressed it for the specific case of HOCs implemented as Fractal/ProActive components. For this
purpose, the mechanism of exposing components as web services has been extended to use the
HOC remote class loading.
This extension affects WSDL generation at the deployment time, but also the routing step at the
calling time:

• First, we generate a WSDL description that maps behaviouralparameters to identifiers used
to denote code units in the HOC code service. Moreover, the description identifies explicitly
the parameters that correspond to behavioural parameters,using XML schema annotations.

• Second, we extend the ProActive provider to retrieve the right code unit according to the
identifier the client sent (fig. 2, step 2.1).Thisextended providerintegrates the remote code
loading mechanism explained in section 2. Once the code unithas been retrieved, the
provider performs the call on the component interface and sends back any result to the client.

5 Conclusion and Perspectives

This paper has described a solution to supporting code-carrying parameters in component inter-
faces, offering transparency to developers at the code receiving side. A natural direction for future
work is to provide tools for interpreting WSDL descriptionscontaining such parameters in order
to provide transparency also at the code sending side. Further work would also be to devise a gen-
eral solution to supporting any type, even a complex Java type, when publishing ProActive/Fractal
components as web services. Indeed, this paper only presents a first step in this direction, as it
exposes a solution that only applies to some specific parameter types, i.e. those representing be-
haviours. More concretely, the general case would call for asolution where the generation of the
extended ProActive provider would be totally automated. The solution presented here is specific
in the sense that the extended provider has been generated specifically for the case of HOC.

For addressing the general case we should be aware of some relevant previous or current
works:(1) thevaluetypeconstruct in CORBA, which supports passing objects by value(both state
and behaviour) to remote applications [4], (2)possible – not yet standard – extensions of WSDL for
passing arguments as complex types using specific SOAP attachements, and (3) standard facilities
for XML data binding, such as the Java Architecture for XML Binding 2.0 JAXB [5] Whatever the
solution we would use for passing parameters of arbitrary types, it calls for a generic and automatic
mechanism based on reflection techniques and dynamic code generation.
The paper has also discussed how HOCs can be implemented as composite components in the
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ProActive/Fractal component model. Our work can thus be considered as an interesting joint effort
to devise grid enabled skeletons based on a fully-fledged component oriented model, effectively
using the dynamic (re)configuration capabilities, and the ability to master complex codes through
hierarchical composition. Doing this, we foresee that a skeleton would be configured by passing
it fully-fledged software components as its internal entities. The configuration options could be
made even wider than in the current HOC model, by adding specific controllers on the composite
component representing a whole skeleton, that could recursively also affect the included compo-
nents.
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Abstract: User management is important for the effective functioning of a grid system. 
Here we present a user management model developed for the lightweight multilevel grid 
system GrOSD (Grid-aware Open Service Directory). We decided to implement a role 
based security model, where a number of roles are defined for the grid. Different roles have 
different access restrictions. They are assigned to users and this is how users receive rights 
in the grid. Every cluster in the grid has a security service, which handles user's 
identification and access control. The role based access control allows us to incorporate 
some simple access decision logic in the information service, which makes controlling user 
rights easier. Further in this paper we present the GrOSD user profiling model along with 
that of the lightweight middleware H2O and MOCCA in order to compare user scenarios, 
protection functions and technologies. 

  
Keywords: Grid Computing, Lightweight Architecture, Web Services, Security Model, User 
Scenario, Role-Based Security   

 

1. Introduction 

Security is a central issue in computational grids. They are composed of multiple resources 
and accessed by a large number of users. It is important that not every user has access to every 
resource, to another user’s items, etc.  

In this paper the considerations about the user management in light-weight grids have been 
done with respect to the design of the system GrOSD. GrOSD (for Grid-aware Open Service 
Directory) is a gridware under development and its purpose is the construction of a lightweight 
grid infrastructure. We set as a main priority the simplicity of the architecture and 
implementation. The grid system consists of connected clusters of computers. The cluster is the 
unit for node organization in the system. It is logical rather than physical unit – it is not necessary 
that nodes in the same cluster reside on the same physical location.  

The research and design work on GrOSD is going on in the context of the activities of the 
Virtual Institute on Problem Solving Environment, Tools and GRID Systems (Work Package 7) 
of the European Research Network CoreGRID and it is based on consideration of the existing 
prototypes of the CoreGRID partners. At this stage we take as a pilot prototype the CCA-
compliant MOCCA component framework based on H2O, which are referred further in this 
section. 
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While analyzing the requirements for GrOSD, we defined the following as the most 
important security requirements for our grid: user management (including user registration and 
user authentication), authorization for access to resources, data encryption and security of 
executing code, delegation of rights and, finally, auditing of user access and resources usage. 
Security is a relevant issue for many of the grid subsystems – the authentication of users, their 
authorization to use resources and therefore - the systems that are responsible for discovery and 
allocation of resources and also the accounting in the grid. 

We have considered different solutions for the above-enumerated issues. There are presently 
different approaches to grid security. Here we will present some of them. 

In the Globus Toolkit [6] most security issues are handled by the Grid Security Infrastructure 
(GSI) [3, 5]. In Globus there are users, resources and programs. Every entity has a certificate that 
represents its global identity. The certificate contains the global name of the entity and additional 
information (e.g., a public key). It is in a standard X509 format. Verification of identity is done 
using SSLv3 protocol. It verifies also the identity of the Certification Authority that issued the 
certificate. In GSI delegation of rights is supported – one entity may delegate its rights (or part of 
them) to other entities.  

An extension to the GSI is the Community Authorization Service (CAS) [16]. CAS makes 
possible security policy to be enforced on the bases of a global identity, so that mapping to local 
user accounts is not necessary. The CAS server stores information about who has permission, 
what permission is granted and which resource is the permission granted on. The resource owners 
give access to a community (e.g. a Virtual Organization) as a whole, and the community defines 
the finer rights. When a community member wants access to a resource, s/he sends a request to 
the CAS server. The server checks if the community policy permits such access. If it does, the 
server issues a capability that allows the user to perform actions. The user presents this capability 
to the resource server.  

Another solution for authorization, to some extent similar to the CAS server, is the Virtual 
Organization Management Service (VOMS) [4], implemented in the DataGrid project. Every 
Virtual Organization has a VOMS server, which stores all user   information – accounts, rights, 
groups, and roles.  

JGrid [10] is a Java and Jini based computing grid infrastructure, developed by the Veszprem 
University, Hungary. For user management it uses two services [11, 14]. The Authentication 
Service is responsible for user authentication and single sign-on. It issues short-term credentials 
(private key and X.509 certificate) to those users, who have no long-term certificate. The 
Registration Service stores all user information. It offers role based access control (in which each 
role represents a permitted actions list), user registration and user management (for the 
administrators).  

GridLab [7] is a European research project. GridLab middleware uses a Grid Authorization 
Service (GAS) [8, 2] for controlling user access. It represents a single logical point for defining 
security policy. The GAS subsystem comprises an AS Server, database, management module, 
and has modules for communication with services/applications/users and integration with other 
security solutions. It has initial support for RBAC (role based access control) security model.  

PROGRESS [18] is a project carried out by the Poznan Supercomputing and Networking 
Center with cooperation with other institutions. This Grid system [12] has a portal, where the 
authentication and access control take place. The authentication is done with username and 
password. For user identification an Identity Server is used, which authenticates the user and 
manages sessions. For authorization the Resource Access Decision [19] model developed by the 
OMG is used. The authorization is performed by Resource Access Decision (RAD) Module. The 
resources and services are classified in a number of types and roles representing specific rights 
for every type are created. The access rights are associated with the roles. When a user is 
authenticated, he is issued a token (which usually is the user's session cookie).  
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H2O [9, 13] is a component-based and service-oriented framework, intended to provide 
lightweight and distributed resource sharing. It is developed at the Department of Math and 
Computer Science at Amory University. This architecture is based upon the idea of representing 
resources as software components, which offer services through remote interfaces. Resource 
providers supply a runtime environment in the form of component containers (kernels). These 
containers are executed by the owners of resources and service components (pluglets) may be 
deployed in them not only by the owners of the containers, but also by third parties, provided that 
they possess the proper authorization.  

After considering different solutions, we decided to implement in our grid a role based 
security model, as in [4, 14, 8]. A Role Based Access Control Security Model (RBAC) is also 
used in the PERMIS System for user authorization [17]. In this model, a number of roles are 
defined in the grid and rights are associated with roles, not with particular users. This approach 
has the advantage that there is no need to assign rights to every user separately – the user is 
assigned one or more roles and he / she automatically receives the rights with them. We consider 
this a scalable solution. Moreover, the node manager of every cluster node may impose further 
restrictions upon the access to the resources, which it controls. In this way an additional 
flexibility of defining access policy is gained. For security at the level of code execution 
sandboxing will be used, similar to the approach taken in the AliCE grid system [1, 20]. Thus 
data and code security are guaranteed by the implementation technology that will be used, 
namely Java, as is in the H2O project [13]. A detailed comparison between GrOSD and H2O is 
presented in this paper.  

In the rest of the paper we will discuss the following: Section 2 delves upon the user profile 
management, in Section 3 the user authentication, authorization auditing, data and code security 
mechanisms are presented. Section 4 elaborates on the comparison of GrOSD and H2O and 
addresses possible adoption of components from H2O/MOCCA and Section 5 makes the 
conclusion.  

2. User accounts in GrOSD 
Before discussing the user profile management in GrOSD, we will make a short overview of 

the grid architecture. The grid consists of interconnected clusters of computers. The architecture 
is hierarchical and has three levels. The first level is the local level. At this level are the different 
clusters, which comprise the system. The second level is made by connecting the clusters – it 
represents the grid. The last level is the intergrid level. At this level a connection with other grids 
is made possible. Both the grid level and the cluster level have portals – the grid portal acts as the 
grid entry point and the portal of every cluster is its entry point. These portals present the user 
with a front-end for logging into the grid or a particular cluster. The cluster is the unit used for 
organizing resources and users in the grid. It is logical rather than physical – it is not necessary 
that the nodes, which belong to one and the same cluster, be physically close to each other. The 
system services are local for every cluster, and also there are respective system services for the 
grid level. The resources will be presented as services, so that the use of a resource will be 
actually a use of a service. 

Every user in the grid has a personal user account. The account will be unique in the whole 
grid and every person will have one account – not different local accounts and one global, as is 
the solution used in other grid systems such as Globus for instance [2]. This user account belongs 
either to one of the clusters that comprise our grid, or to the grid level, if it is for an external user.  

In order to use resources in the grid, the user should have an account. So when he/she 
contacts the grid portal for the first time, the user will be prompted to register so that an account 
will be created for him/her. In this case the account will be created at the grid level and the user 
information will be stored at the Grid Information Service. This may be considered a global 
account, but only external users of the grid will have such accounts. Most users will register at a 
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cluster portal. Then the account that will be created for him/her will belong to the respective 
cluster and the user information will be stored in the Cluster Information Service. These accounts 
are local to the cluster, where they are created. 

 Anyone can apply for an account and the request is sent to an administrator – either a cluster 
administrator, if the request is for an account in a cluster, or the grid administrator, if the request 
is made at the grid portal. In the request – regardless if the user applies for an account at the grid 
or cluster portal - the user will include different personal information. The administrator (grid or 
cluster respectively) decides, on the basis of this information, if an account will be created and 
what rights the user will have.  

Some users may have rights only to access resources that are local to the cluster, where their 
account belongs. Other users may have rights to access resources in other grid clusters too. In 
fact, they may access only certain services in other clusters, which are exported by the clusters. 
The cluster administrator of every cluster decides which services (if any) will be exported by 
his/her cluster, and thus will be made visible for users from other clusters with sufficient rights. 
The accounts of these users are still local, but they are given necessary roles that permit such an 
access.  

We may distinguish five types of roles for the grid users: System Grid Administrator; System 
Cluster Administrator; User with Cluster access; User with Cluster and Grid access and External 
Grid Users. System grid administrator manages the user accounts at the grid level as well as the 
roles of the cluster users, which give them access to remote clusters, while every system cluster 
administrator is responsible only for the accounts in the cluster, which he/she administers. The 
users with cluster access have rights for the local resources in their cluster, which are defined by 
a set of roles, kept by the Cluster Information Service. The users with cluster and grid access 
have rights both for local resources and for resources in remote clusters. The roles for these users, 
which define their rights for access to remote resources, are kept by the Grid Information Service. 
These roles are essentially the same as the local roles, the only difference being that they give 
access to remote resources. The external grid users are those users, who are not members of any 
cluster. They have accounts in the grid level. They have no local roles (there are no resources 
local for them), only roles that define rights for remote resources (since all clusters are remote for 
them). Thus the rights of each user in the system are defined by the roles, s/he possesses. Fig. 1. 
illustrates the organization of users and roles. 

In the figure, user B has only cluster roles which give him/her access to resources local to 
his/her cluster.  He/she has no rights to access resources outside his/her cluster. On the other 
hand, user A has, in addition to his/her cluster roles, grid roles. They give him/her access to 
resources in other clusters. These roles are assigned to him/her by the grid administrator, if the 
administrator decides that the user really needs remote access and should be granted such access. 
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cluster 
roles 
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cluster 
roles 
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cluster 
roles 

User D 
cluster 
roles 

Cluster 

Cluster 

User A 
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roles 
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Fig. 1. Users and roles 
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User E has a global account and has only grid roles. He/she may access resources in different 
clusters. His/her roles are assigned by the grid administrator.  

When a service is published, a part of its description in the Information Service database will 
be the list of roles, which have access to it, and also a list of roles, which the service needs for 
execution (in fact, these roles identify what resources the service will use). In this way the owner 
of a service may define the access level to his/her service. Another feature will be the opportunity 
to restrict user access locally. For every node in the cluster there will be a node manager, which 
controls the functioning of the node. For example, it oversees the execution of jobs on the node, 
sends information about the current status of the node to the information service and so on. It will 
be possible to make further restrictions on the access to the node's resources by stating which 
roles may start processes on the node. The node manager will be responsible for enforcement of 
the restrictions. 

A role in our model has descriptive nature. We differentiate several types of resources – e.g. 
computing, storage, etc. – and for every type we define three roles, with increasing degree of 
access rights – weak (with least rights), normal and strong (which gives most rights). For 
example, for the storage resource type we have WeakStorageUsage, NormalStorageUsage and 
StrongStorageUsage roles. If a user has the cluster role NormalStorageUsage, the user will be 
able to use resources in his/her cluster that require Weak or NormalStorageUsage role, but will 
not be able to use a resource that requires StrongStorageUsage. This role, stored at the cluster 
level, gives the user the corresponding access rights only for the resources in the cluster. If the 
role is given to the user for remote clusters (in this case it is stored by the grid information 
service and is given by the grid administrator), the user will have access to all exported services, 
in all clusters, which require Weak or NormalStorageUsage (if there are no additional restrictions 
on the resource). The possession of a role in the local cluster does not imply the possession of the 
same role on grid level. A user may have, for example, locally StrongStorageUsage, but on the 
grid level he/she may have Weak or NormalStorageUsage for access to remote clusters, or even 
may have not this role at all. We believe that this is a scalable solution, because the rights for the 
resources in the different clusters are not given separately to each and every user. The grid roles 
define the access of users to clusters, other than their local cluster and these roles have the same 
meaning as the local roles. But if a cluster administrator wishes, he/she may restrict a global role 
to a weaker role for the same type of resource. This restriction will be valid only in the cluster of 
this particular administrator. For example, an administrator may decide that in his/her cluster, the 
global role StrongStorageUsage will be equal (will have the same access rights as) the local role 
NormalStorageUsage. The administrator may do this in order to limit the storage access for users 
of remote clusters. 

In addition to the individual accounts associated with a particular cluster, there will be a guest 
account, which will offer anonymous access to the grid. This account will not reside at a 
particular cluster and will give very restricted rights. 

3. Authentication and Authorization 
Authentication is the process of proving one’s identity. There are many different methods for 

authentication. Very often digital certificates are used to authenticate a user, but the method used 
depends mostly on the security level needed in the grid. We plan to support different mechanisms 
for authentication – at the beginning we will maybe use a simple username-password 
authentication and extend the functionality in the future so that it supports digital certificates and 
other methods. Here it is possible, according to the type of authentication used, different 
restrictions on the rights to be imposed – if a strong authentication is used more rights may be 
given to the user.  

In order to use grid resources, the user has to authenticate first. After a successful 
authentication the user will be issued a token containing user information, such as user’s roles. 
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For authentication the user contacts the grid portal or a cluster portal and requests authentication. 
In case the user contacts a cluster portal, the authentication is performed by the Cluster Security 
Service, which checks the username and password in the Cluster Information Service’s database. 
If the user contacts the grid portal and the user is not an external user, the portal send the request 
to the Grid Security Service, which in turn forwards it to the Cluster Security Service of the 
cluster where the user account belongs. For this purpose, there will be a small database at the 
portal for mapping users to clusters. In order such mapping to be possible, every user should have 
a unique identifier. Digital certificates contain distinguished name, which is globally unique. But 
at the beginning we will not use certificates, and even when we begin to support certificates for 
authentication, we may not restrict users to use only this method for authentication. The solution 
is at registration time a unique identifier for the grid to be issued to every user.  

Authorization is the process of determining if the user has the proper rights to perform an 
operation, e.g. use a service. Every request for a service will be made at the grid portal or some 
cluster portal. Before making any request, the user should be authenticated. Actually, a direct 
request for a resource by the user will not be possible. The user will be able to perform two kinds 
of actions – submit a job for execution, and use a service (since resources will be represented as 
services). In the first case – job submission – the resources will be reserved by the Resource 
Management Service (RMS), and not directly by the user. When making the reservation, the 
RMS will have the user’s token so that it will know the user's roles and identity.  When the RMS 
contacts the Information Service (IS) while searching for resources, it will send as a part of the 
request the user's roles, so that the IS will be able to filter the resources according to the roles. 
After that, when the RMS decides which resource(s) will use from the list, made by the IS, it will 
contact the node manager of the resource. The node manager will check if there are any local 
restrictions for the user's roles and also it may make a request to the Cluster or Grid Security 
Service to find whether the user really has the roles stated in the token. Thus an additional 
security check is added to the process of granting access to a resource. It is meant for cases in 
which a user's token is forged.   

In our system there will be no special authorization service. With the chosen security model, 
authorization is implicitly realized by the Information Service, the resource and service providers 
when publishing resources and services, and eventually the node manager. Thus the authorization 
decision mechanism is incorporated in the functioning of the grid system. 

Another important issue concerning authorization is the delegation of rights. When a process 
is started on behalf of the user – for example, a process to do some computation while performing 
a submitted job – the process should have the rights of the user in order to be able to use 
resources. That is why at creation time the process will be issued a token with the user’s roles. 
Here it is possible the process's token to include only those user roles, which are needed for its 
work.  

4. GrOSD vs. H2O and MOCCA security models 

At this stage of our ongoing research we take as a pilot prototype the H2O-based CCA-
compliant MOCCA framework developed by the CoreGRID partners. When comparing the 
proposed architecture and security model of the GrOSD platform with those found in H2O, we 
can find several differences and also some common points. The main feature distinguishing H2O 
from other grid middleware is the separation of roles of resource owners (providers) and service 
deployers. This means that the provider may offer only a raw computational resource to share, 
and the role of service deployment is left to authorized parties (deployers) who are allowed to 
deploy pluglets into H2O kernels. This is distinct from the standard scenario proposed by OGSA, 
where services (even if transient) are offered and deployed by resource providers. Such standard 
scenario may cause a barrier discouraging providers from sharing, especially when the process of 
installation (deployment) of services is sophisticated and time consuming. H2O sharing model 
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takes much of the burden from resource providers to the deployers, therefore encouraging 
providers to share, e.g. in P2P metacomputing scenario. We would consider it valuable if GrOSD 
architecture could also support such a model of resource sharing with dynamic service provision 
(deployment), as it is in H2O. 

The important part of security mechanisms in H2O is involved in the definition and 
enforcement of security policies. Both resource providers and pluglet deployers may specify their 
Java security policies, granting detailed set of permissions to the code executed by clients. The 
policies are based on the JAAS framework and extended with time-based constraints, protecting 
providers from malicious or erroneous code run by clients as well as restricting access to system 
resources (filesystem, network, etc.). We believe that these mechanisms, which are implemented 
in the H2O kernel may be useful for the building the prototype implementation of the GrOSD 
platform. We can observe, that the H2O does not implement the role-based security model in the 
form proposed by GrOSD. The users and their roles in H2O are constrained to the H2O kernel 
boundary, because of the assumption of independence of kernel providers, who are not assumed 
to be aware of each other. However, as the H2O is based on the JAAS framework and Pluggable 
Authentication Modules (PAM), then it should be possible to plug in the authentication method 
using Cluster Security Service of GrOSD. This possibility and also potential applicability of 
restricted X.509 proxies as those known from Globus GSI should be subject to more detailed 
investigation. 

Another important observation is that since the focus of the CoreGrid project is on a 
component approach for programming grid systems, then adopting several features from the H2O 
to the GrOSD architecture will enable easier integration of the latter with the MOCCA 
component framework. This will lead to the possibility of running MOCCA component 
applications on the GrOSD platform, taking advantage of the simplicity and scalability of the 
lightweight platform for resource sharing, as well as providing a simple and powerful component 
programming model.  

Alternatively, we may consider the possibility of using MOCCA itself as a base component 
technology for building prototype of GrOSD. Such features as dynamic deployment of 
components on shared resources using H2O mechanisms, inter-component communication using 
RMIX and simple programming model should provide a sufficient base for a lightweight, simple 
and scalable grid platform, adding the modularity and flexibility to the prototype. The detailed 
elaboration of such possible design will be the subject of our future research agenda. 

5. Conclusion 

We introduced the security architecture of the GrOSD middleware. Our main purpose in 
making the design was the simplicity and scalability. We chose a role based access control 
security model and made some changes to the existing realizations of the model. Namely, the 
roles are not associated with particular rights and the access is specified by every resource and 
service listing the roles that may use it. The lower level security will be realized by the Java 
technologies that will be used for the project implementation. We have put these gridlines as 
basic security model for GrOSD at an early stage of its design. However it is nonetheless 
important to consider the functionality and technological differences and similarities with other 
more advanced projects for service supporting gridware such as H2O and MOCCA. As it might 
be expected the functional similarity leads to the technological compatibility and further to the 
possibilities for convergence and adoption of security supporting modules between these projects. 
The process of adoption can be further simplified by the fact that H2O and MOCCA have been 
developed as a component-based technology.  

The next step of our ongoing research will be the consideration of implementing the specified 
security model by another existing prototype of CoreGRID’s WP7 – ProActive, which is a Java 
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library of simple primitives for cluster/grid applications and system tools featuring security in a 
uniform framework.  
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Abstract

Design aspects of existing and contemporary Grid systems were formulated with the
intention of utilising an infrastructure where the resources are plentiful. Lack of support
for adaptivity, reconfiguration and re-deployment are some of the shortcomings of existing
Grid systems. Absence of capabilities for a generic, light-weight platform with full support
for component technology in existing implementations has motivated us to consider a viable
design methodology for a light-weight Grid platform. In this paper we outline the findings
of our preliminary investigation.
Keywords Generic Grid, Light-Weight platform, components technology

1 Introduction

Grid technology has the potential to enable coordinated sharing and utilisation of resources in
large-scale applications. However, the real benefits are greatly influenced and restricted by the
underlying infrastructure. Existing, contemporary Grid platforms are feature-rich, such that the
requirements of end users are a subset of the available features. This design philosophy introduces
considerable software and administrative overheads, even for relatively simple demands. The
absence of a truly generic, light-weight Grid platform with full support for component technology
as well as adaptivity, reconfiguration and dynamic deployment in current Grid systems has
motivated us to consider a viable design methodology for engineering such a Grid platform.

In [18], Thiyagalingam et.al. set out the design principles for designing a light-weight Grid
platform. In this paper, we extend their techniques to design a lightweight, generic Grid platform,
by carefully analysing requirements and enabling technologies along with special attention to
component technology. The key to our design philosophy is dynamic, on-demand pluggable
component technology through which we hope to add and remove features on demand.
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2 Component Technologies

At least the following three different component models influence our design:

• Common Component Architecture (CCA) [3]

• Fractal Component Model [2]

• Enterprise Grid Alliance Reference Model [4]

In the Common Component Architecture (CCA) [3], components interact using ports, which
are interfaces pointing to method invocations. Components in this model define “provider-ports”
to provide interfaces and “uses-ports” to make use of non-local interfaces. The enclosing frame-
work provides support services such as connection pooling, reference allocation etc. Dynamic
construction and destruction of component instances is also supported along with local and
non-local binding. An interface description language (known as Scientific Interface Description
Language, SIDL [17]) may be used to specify the interfaces and associated constraints which
are then later compiled using a dedicated compiler (SIDL Compiler) to generate source code in
a chosen programming language. These features provide seamless runtime interoperability be-
tween components. However, CCA does not strictly specify component composition and control
mechanisms.

The Fractal Component Model [2] proposes a typed component model in which a component
is formed from a controller and a content, and Fractal components may be nested recursively
inside the content part. The control part provides a mechanism to control the behaviour of
the content either directly or by intercepting interactions between Fractal components. The
recursive nesting, sharing and control features support multiple configurations. Components
have well-defined access points known as interfaces, which could either be client- or server-
interfaces. Components interact through interfaces using operations, which are either one-way
or two-way operations. The operation type determines the flow of operation requests and the
flow of results, i.e. one-way operations correspond to operation requests only, whereas two-way
operations correspond to operations with results being returned. As the controller part may be
used to manipulate the behaviour of the content part, the various composition operations can
be formulated on-demand. This feature, combined with sophisticated binding technology, may
be used to re-configure components and compositions dynamically.

The Enterprise Grid Alliance provides a reference model [4] with the intention of adopting
Grid computing related technologies within the context of enterprise or business. The model
classifies the components into layers and aligns the model with industry-strength requirements.
Components in the reference model include hardware resources. Components can be associated
with component-specific attributes to specify dependencies, constraints, service-level agreements,
service-level objectives and configuration information. One of the key features that the reference
model suggests is the life-cycle management of components which could be governed by policies
and other management aspects.

3 Requirements for a Generic Light-Weight Platform

The complete set of features and requirements for any piece of software evolves over time. How-
ever, a reasonable set of requirements and features can be derived by analysing the requirements
of end-users and similar frameworks. Further, in realizing the design of the platform, we would
like to utilise techniques available in existing work. For this purpose, we have analysed the
following relevant frameworks.
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• MOCCA/H20 [10]

• ProActive (and other realizations of Fractal) [5]

• CORBA [13]

• ICENI [9]

• Ibis [16]

• GRID Superscalar [1]

• Enterprise Grid Alliance Reference Model [4]

Although some of these are not platform-level frameworks, they do support some key tech-
nologies which are necessary either as part of a Grid platform or as an enabling technology for
designing a Grid platform. For instance, ProActive supports very strong component-oriented
application development; Ibis provides an optimisation framework for communication-bound
programs; Grid Superscalar facilitates improving the performance of a certain class of applica-
tions by identifying specific data-flow patterns; MOCCA, a partially implemented light-weight
platform, supports modular development. We discuss some of these enabling technologies in
Section 4.

Following the analysis of these key technologies, we propose the following key requirements
for a generic, light-weight platform.

1. Lightweight and generic

Grid computing has the potential to address grand challenges, starting with vehicle design
to analysing financial trends. However, currently, its benefits are confined to a comput-
ing environment where the resources are plentiful. Traditional design methodologies for
Grid systems, where systems are expected to be feature-rich, do not produce generic Grid
platforms.

Primarily, a Generic Grid Platform should be lightweight with minimal but essential fea-
tures such that it could be scaled by adding new features as required. Such a property would
permit us to enable Grid technologies being utilised from consumer devices to enterprise
data-centres.

2. Static and dynamic metadata

In complex distributed computing environments, metadata plays an important role. Es-
pecially in component-based environments, it is often imperative to be able to extract
metadata information from components in order to ensure efficient composition of com-
ponents, satisfy quality of service requirements and provide the building blocks for the
dynamic properties of the platform (reconfigurability, adaptability). For optimal applica-
tion composition it is necessary to hold information about each available component. Static
metadata can provide information pertaining to implementation, version, compatibility is-
sues, performance characteristics, restrictions, accounting details and alike.

At the other end we have dynamic metadata information: information pertaining to dy-
namic properties of components and resources. Keeping track of dynamic properties of
components and resources is vital for satisfying quality of service and other service-level
agreements. Further, dynamic metadata can be used for efficient component optimisation,
checkpointing, recovery from failures, logging, accounting and reporting. Dynamic meta-
data can go beyond isolated components, and cover the application composition as a whole
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in order to support cross-component optimisation, application steering, run-time dynamic
workload balancing etc.

3. Dynamic deployment of components

There are many reasons why the platform should deploy components dynamically, including
reaction to changes and demands in the system. This is possible, only if the platform is
capable of introducing, replacing and removing components dynamically with minimal
disruption.

4. Reconfiguration and adaptivity

The platform should realistically model and synthesise resources in order to install or un-
install dynamically additional features and services. Further, appropriate reaction to en-
vironmental conditions with the right exploitation of modelling, synthesis and deployment
of services is also a necessary feature of the platform to guarantee resilience to failures.

This is essentially a form of reconfiguration or the ability of the platform to self-organise
itself to agree with the QoS issues, service-level agreements and service-level objectives.
In supporting reconfiguration and adaptivity, the platform may utilise rules, embedded-
knowledge and knowledge gathered across runs.

5. Support for both client/server and P2P resource sharing

In the traditional client/server model of resource sharing, a broker module (or a querying
module) performs match-making between user requirements and resources. In contrast, in
a decentralised system, providers and consumers interact with more freedom without the
intervention of brokering modules, i.e. in a peer-to-peer fashion. While a regulated cen-
tralised access mechanism guarantees enforcement of fair policy, a peer-to-peer mechanism
reduces associated overheads and improves response time and performance. Further, in an
ad-hoc and mobile environment, registration activities may introduce unnecessary delays.
In contrast, a peer-to-peer scheme does not require any such mechanism at the central
level. We hypothesise that the platform should support both of these schemes to enable
context-based support for resource sharing.

6. On-demand, provider-centric service provision

The platform should support on-demand creation of services when needed by clients. How-
ever, making service provision more provider-centric ensures that the platform is freed from
complex resource modelling and binding issues. In a provider-centric model, the provider
enables service provision. This essentially frees the platform from performing unnecessary
negotiations and coordination tasks.

7. Minimal but sufficient security model

Maximised security, performance and simplicity of the platform are contradictory goals
in design. Though the minimal security model may offer acceptable performance and
may result in a light-weight platform, it can in practice be challenging to quantify the
right level of “minimal security”. Security requirements are often context-based. For
example, in a trusted or isolated network, security measures can be bypassed in favour of
performance and simplicity. In a collaborative network, such as the Internet, it is inevitable
that security measures are tightened with minimal concern over performance issues. We
intend to include support for single sign-on and delegation of credentials and mechanisms
required in resource sharing environments which may span multiple administrative domains
and pluggable support for any additional security features. This approach guarantees that
the security model may evolve with context.
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8. Binding and coordination

Resources should be configurable by pluggability and reconfigurability of the platform, thus
making possible the scenarios available in H2O. The roles of resource provider, component
deployer and client should be separated, but they may possibly overlap. The platform
should not mandate a specific mechanism for coordination and matching of users and
providers. This should be left for pluggable discovery and brokering components. The
presence of a centralised coordination point enables effective binding of resources, providers
and users. However, such a centralised point can be a bottleneck in a loosely federated
environment with no control. This would urge us to consider technologies for binding of
resources, providers and users through a decentralised scheme with less negotiation for
provision, utilisation and coordination of entities.

9. Additional services

The platform should be able to incorporate additional services as requested by the en-
vironment. For example, a network environment may opt to bill the users during peak
time (utility accounting), provide additional smarter discovery protocols at a small charge,
automated backup services etc.

10. Distributed management

Distributed but coordinated management functionality is the heart of the platform opera-
tion. These functionalities may including life-cycle management of components, workflows,
meta-data and utilisation of meta-data.

4 Evaluation of Existing Technologies

• MOCCA/H2O: MOCCA [10] is a lightweight distributed component platform, an im-
plementation of the CCA framework built on top of the Java-based H2O resource sharing
platform. MOCCA uses H2O [7] as a mechanism for creation of components on remote sites
and uses RMIX [8] for communication between components. MOCCA takes advantage of
the separation of the roles of resource provider and service deployer in H2O. Components
in MOCCA can be dynamically created on remote machines. H2O kernels, where compo-
nents are deployed, use the Java security sandbox model, giving a secure environment for
running components. The extensible RMIX communication library allows using various
protocols for communication, such as JRMP or SOAP, and also pluggable transport layers,
including TCP, SSL, and JXTA sockets for P2P environment.

• ICENI and ICENI II: ICENI [11] is a Grid middleware infrastructure which includes
methods for both resource management and efficiently deploying applications on Grid re-
sources. The design philosophy of ICENI is based on high-level, component-based software
construction, combined with declarative metadata that is used by the middleware to achieve
effective execution. ICENI II [12] is a natural semantic evolution of ICENI, maintaining
the architectural design of the original ICENI, but overcoming weaknesses in the current
implementation, such as the implementation of ICENI on top of Web Services, decomposi-
tion of ICENI architecture into a number of separated composable toolkits and reduction
of the footprint of ICENI on resources within the Grid.

• IBIS: Ibis [16] is a Java-based Grid programming environment, aiming to provide porta-
bility, efficiency and flexibility. Ibis offers such programming models as traditional RMI
(Remote Method Invocation), GMI for group communication, RepMI for replicated objects
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and Satin for solving problems using divide-and-conquer method. These components of Ibis
are placed on top of the Ibis Portability Layer (IPL), which allows various implementations
of underlying modules, such as communication and serialisation, monitoring, topology dis-
covery, resource management, and information services. IPL allows runtime negotiation of
optimal protocols, serialisation methods, and underlying grid services, depending on the
hardware and software configuration and requirements from higher layers. Ibis focuses on
various performance optimisations, to overcome the known drawbacks of Java.

• GRID Superscalar: GRID Superscalar is an Grid-unaware application framework focused
on scientific applications. The definition of Grid-unaware applications in the framework of
GRID Superscalar are those applications where the Grid (resources, middleware) is trans-
parent at the user level, although the application will be run on a computational Grid.
The key for GRID Superscalar applications is the identification of coarse grain functions
or subroutines (in terms of CPU consumption) in the application. Once these functions
or subroutines (called tasks in the GRID Superscalar framework) are identified, the GRID
Superscalar system is able to detect at runtime data dependencies and the inherent concur-
rency between different instances of the tasks. Therefore, a data-dependence task graph
is dynamically built, and tasks are executed on different resources on the Grid. When-
ever possible (because data-dependencies and available resources allow) different tasks are
executed concurrently, increasing application performance.

5 Use-Case Scenarios

In the final paper, we intend to include at least the following two use-case scenarios to illustrate
better and capture the practical requirements from a user’s point of view.

• GENIE: Grid ENabled Integrated Earth System Model

• Visualisation of Large Scientific Datasets

The GENIE (Grid ENabled Integrated Earth System Model) project [6] is an application
which demonstrates the need for a scalable modular architecture. The project models the be-
haviour of large-scale thermohaline circulation, utilising various scientific modules corresponding
to different environmental fragments. The case study would focus on componentizing the cur-
rently available serial solution for execution in a Grid platform. This task opens up a series of
challenges including efficient componentization and composition, interface constraints, model-
specific and resource-constrained simulations, real-time scheduling of operations, distributed ex-
ecution and collection of large volumes of data.

This use-case would illustrate and cover a wide spectrum of questions pertaining to execu-
tion/adopting legacy applications to our generic, light-weight Grid platform and the capability
of the platform in capturing and validating workflow models in scientific applications.

The second use-case, Visualisation of Large Scientific Datasets, captures the requirements
for the platform to manipulate interactively and visualise large volumes of data in a Grid en-
vironment. The large datasets are partitioned offline but the operations for visualisation are
determined at runtime using a front-end, such as the MayaVi tool [15]. Visualisation of a given
dataset typically involves processing a “visualisation pipeline” of domain-specific data analysis
and rendering components. This happens before rendering and includes operations such as fea-
ture extraction or data filtering computations. Osmond et al. [14] describe the implementation
of a “domain-specific interpreter” that allows visualisation pipelines specified from MayaVi to
be executed in a distributed-memory parallel environment.
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The key challenge posed by this use-case is a mechanism which can take such an execution
plan (effectively a list of VTK operations to be performed) and execute it on Grid resources. In
particular, this means

• A multi-language environment

• A lightweight mechanism for executing a script of Python operations on a remote Grid
resource

• A lightweight mechanism for accessing the underlying datasets on remote resources (this
could be done by file transfer, or — better, the resource mapping should take account of
where the data is located)

• Ability to cache intermediate results on remote resources. This requirement can lead to
significantly better performance when visualisations are repeated, and relies on some form
of “remote state”.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have outlined our initial findings in designing a generic, light-weight Grid
platform. With a component oriented methodology, we have proposed a set of requirements and
features that a generic, light-weight Grid platform should support. We have paid special attention
to ensuring that a wider class of applications and infrastructures are supported, including non-
grid, legacy- and enterprise-class applications. We intend to achieve the required scalability by
relying on dynamic, on-demand plugging of services and components. We have also captured
user-centric views and requirements with the help of different use-cases.

Towards designing a platform, we would like to investigate the following issues:

• Dynamic non-interruptive reconfiguration of services/components

• Efficient life-cycle management of components

• Tools and supportive environments for using and porting non-Grid and legacy applications

• Realistic modelling and synthesis of Grid resources and components for deriving informa-
tion to be used for providing adaptive, reconfigurable services.
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1. Introduction  

There are many efforts all over the world to provide new Grid middleware concepts 
for constructing large production Grids. As a result, the Grid community is in the 
phase of producing third generation Grid systems that are represented by the OGSA 
(Open Grid Services Architecture) and WSRF (Web Services Resource Framework) 
specifications. On the other hand relatively little attention has been paid to how end-
users can survive in the rapidly changing world of Grid generations. Moreover, the 
efforts in this field remained isolated resulting only in limited functionality prototypes 
for specific user domains and not serving a wider user community.  
This paper describes how the integration of two different architectures, the P-GRADE 
Grid portal [1] and GEMLCA (Grid Execution Management for Legacy Code 
Architecture) [2] resulted in a more generic solution serving a large variety of Grid 
systems and application domains. The integrated solution provides a high-level user-
friendly Grid application environment that supports users of GT2-based second 
generation and GT3/GT4-based third generation Grid systems from the same user 
interface. It also allows the integration of legacy code applications into complex Grid 
workflows which can be mapped to Grid nodes running this wide variety of 
middleware. 
The integration has happened at different levels. In the first step, the GEMLCA 
clients were added to the portal providing a user-friendly interface for legacy code 
deployment, execution and visualisation. On the other hand this integration also 
enhanced the usability of the originally GT2-based P-GRADE portal making it 
capable to handle GT3/GT4 Grid services. In the second step, GEMLCA was 
extended to handle legacy code submission to current GT2-based production Grids, 
like the UG National Grid Service or the EGEE Grid. This resulted in a legacy code 
repository that makes it even easier to P-GRADE portal end users to create and 
execute workflows from previously published legacy components. Finally, the 
research teams are currently working on a more loosely coupled integration that will 
allow incorporating advanced functionality, like GEMLCA-based legacy code 
support, into the portal as a plug-in, resulting in more flexible solution depending on 
actual user requirements. 
 The paper introduces GEMLCA and the P-GRADE portal and describes the 
integration activities outlined above. 

2. Baseline technologies  

2.1 P-GRADE Portal 

The P-GRADE portal [1] is a workflow-oriented Grid portal with the main goal to 
cover the whole lifecycle of workflow-oriented computational grid applications. It 
enables the graphical development of workflows consisting of various types of 
executable components (sequential, MPI or PVM programs), executing these 
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workflows in Globus-based grids [4] relying on user credentials, and finally analyzing 
the correctness and performance of applications by the built-in visualization facilities. 
Workflow applications can be developed in the P-GRADE portal by its graphical 
Workflow Editor.  
A P-GRADE portal workflow is an acyclic dependency graph that connects sequential 
and parallel programs into an interoperating set of jobs. The nodes of such a graph are 
jobs, while the arc connections define the execution order of the jobs and the data 
dependencies between them that must be resolved by the workflow manager during 
the execution. An example for P-GRADE portal workflows can be seen in the middle 
part of Figure 2. Large rectangles represent jobs while small rectangles around the 
jobs are called ports and represent data files that the corresponding jobs expect or 
produce. Directed arcs interconnect pairs of input and output files if an output file of a 
job serves as an input file for another job.  
The semantics of the workflow execution means that a job (a node of the workflow) 
can be executed if, and only if all of its input files are available, i.e. all the jobs that 
produce input files for this job have successfully terminated, and all the user-defined 
input files are available either on the portal server and at the pre-defined grid storage 
resources. Therefore, the workflow describes both the control-flow and the data-flow 
of the application.  
Managing the transfer of files and recognition of the availability of the necessary files 
is the task of the workflow manager portal subsystem, currently implemented on the 
top of Condor DAGMan [3]. The workflow manager is capable to transfer data among 
Globus VOs [4], thus the different components of the same workflow can be mapped 
onto different Globus VOs. These VOs can be part of the same grid, or can belong to 
multiple grids.  

2.2 GEMLCA  

GEMLCA represents a general architecture for deploying legacy applications as Grid 
services without re-engineering the code or even requiring access to the source files. 
The high-level GEMLCA conceptual architecture is represented on Figure 1.  
As shown in the figure, there are four basic components in the architecture: 

1) The Compute Server is a single or multiple processor computing system on 
which several legacy codes are already implemented and available. The goal of 
GEMLCA is to turn these legacy codes into Grid services that can be accessed by 
Grid users. 

2) The Grid Host Environment implements a service-oriented OGSA-based Grid 
layer, such as GT3 or GT4. This layer is a pre-requisite for connecting the 
Compute Server into an OGSA-built Grid.  

3) The GEMLCA Resource layer provides a set of Grid services which expose 
legacy codes as Grid services.  

4) The fourth component is the GEMLCA Client that can be installed on any client 

Figure 1 GEMLCA conceptual architecture 
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machine through which a user would like to access the GEMLCA resources.  
The deployment of a GEMLCA legacy code service assumes that the legacy 
application runs in its native environment on a Compute Server. It is the task of the 
GEMLCA Resource layer to present the legacy application as a Grid service to the 
user, to communicate with the Grid client and to hide the legacy nature of the 
application. The deployment process of a GEMLCA legacy code service requires only 
a user-level understanding of the legacy application, i.e., to know what the parameters 
of the legacy code are and what kind of environment is needed to run the code (e.g. 
multiprocessor environment with ‘n’ processors). The deployment defines the 
execution environment and the parameter set for the legacy application in an XML-
based Legacy Code Interface Description (LCID) file that should be stored in a pre-
defined location. This file is used by the GEMLCA Resource layer to handle the 
legacy application as a Grid service.  

3. Integrating GEMLCA and the P-GRADE portal 

GEMLCA provides the capability to convert legacy codes into Grid services just by 
describing the legacy parameters and environment values. However, an end-user 
without specialist computing skills still requires a user-friendly Web interface to 
access the GEMLCA functionalities: to deploy, execute and retrieve results from 
legacy applications. The P-GRADE portal offers these functionalities besides other 
capabilities like Grid certificate management, workflow creation, execution 
visualization and monitoring. This section describes how the integration enhanced the 
functionalities of both environments and how this integration can be even more 
effective in the future. 

3.1 Extending the P-GRADE portal towards service oriented Grids 

The P-GRADE portal supported only GT2 based Grids, originally. On the other hand, 
GEMLCA aims to expose legacy applications as GT3/GT4 Grid services. The 
integration of GEMLCA and the portal extended the GT2-based P-GRADE portal 
towards service oriented Grids. Users can still utilise GT2 resources through 
traditional job submission, and can also use GT3/GT4 resources by including 
GEMLCA legacy code services in their workflows. The generic architecture of the 

Figure 2 GEMLCA extending the P-GRADE portal towards service oriented Grids 
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GEMLCA – P-GRADE portal Grid is shown on figure 2. 
Integrating the P-GRADE portal with GEMLCA required several modifications in the 
P-GRADE portal. These are as follows: 
1. In the original P-GRADE portal a workflow component can be a sequential or 

MPI program. The portal was modified in order to include legacy code Grid 
services as GEMLCA components into the workflow. 

2. The Job properties window of the P-GRADE portal was changed in order to 
extend it with the necessary legacy code support. The user can select a GEMLCA 
Grid resource from drop-down list. Once the Grid resource is selected the portal 
retrieves the list of legacy code services available on the selected Grid resource. 
Next, the user can choose a legacy code service from this list. Once the legacy 
code service is selected the portal fetches the parameter list belonging to the 
selected legacy code service with default parameter values. The user can either 
keep these values or modify them. 

3. The P-GRADE portal was extended with the GEMLCA Administration Portlet 
that hides the syntax and structure of the LCID file from users. After filling in a 
simple Web form the LCID file is created automatically and uploaded by the 
portal to the appropriate directory of the GEMLCA resource. 

After these modifications in the portal, end-users can easily construct workflow 
applications built from both GT2 jobs and legacy code services, and can map their 
execution to different Grid resources, as shown in Figure 3. 

3.2 Legacy code repository for production Grids  

Creating a workflow in the P-GRADE portal requires the user to define input and 
output parameters and identify ports. For the owner of the code this task is not too 
complex. However, if another end-user wants to use the same code in a workflow the 
process have to be repeated by a user who has no deeper understanding of the code 
itself. In order to help these end-users a legacy code repository based on GEMLCA 
was created that can be connected to GT2 based production Grid services, like the UK 
National Grid Service (NGS). The GEMLCA repository enables code owners to 
publish their applications as GEMLCA legacy codes in the same way as it was 
described in section 3.1. After this publication other authorised users can browse the 
repository and simply select the application they would like to use. Parameter values 
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can be set by the user. However, there is no need to define parameter types or 
input/output ports as these are created automatically by the portal based on the 
GEMLCA description. 
The P-GRADE portal extended with the GEMLA repository has been successfully 
implemented and offered for UK NGS users as a third party service. This 
implementation of the integrated GEMLCA – P-GRADE portal solution extends the 
capabilities of both tools. On one hand, GEMLCA is now capable of working with 
GT2 based Grids by submitting the legacy executables as jobs to the remote GT2 
gatekeeper. On the other hand, the usability of the P-GRADE portal has also been 
enhanced by making it much easier for end-users to create workflows using legacy 
codes published in the repository. The integrated GEMLCA – P-GRADE portal 
solution for GT2 based production Grids is shown of figure 3. 

3.3 GEMLCA as a plug-in in the P-GRADE portal 

Both GEMLCA and the P-GRADE portal are continuously developing products. In 
order to present their latest features in a uniform way, the two systems must be 
integrated into a single software from time to time. Although the integration could be 
done with reasonable effort in case of the first few GEMLCA and portal releases, the 
task became quite cumbersome with the appearance of additional features and grid 
middleware technologies.  
The P-GRADE portal and the GEMLCA developer teams elaborated a new concept to 
handle this issue. According to the idea the portal will be transformed into a 
component-based environment that can be extended with dynamically downloadable 
plug-ins on the fly. The approach exploits the fact that GEMLCA and P-GRADE jobs 
are quite similar to each other. They both consist of a binary executable and 1-N input 
files, a set of input parameters, a resource that has been selected for the execution, etc. 
The only difference is that the executable and the input files of a GEMLCA job can 
come from different users, the executable and the input files of a P-GRADE job must 
be provided by the same party. Nevertheless, this difference can be hidden from the 
higher software layers during execution by the workflow manager subsystem (an 
intelligent script can transfer executable and input files to the executor site uniformly, 
even if those files are coming from different parties), due to the different concept 
GEMLCA and P-GRADE job developers must be provided with different user 
interfaces. (As it was described in Section 3.1 other types of parameters must be set 
on the “Properties” windows for a GEMLCA and for a P-GRADE job.)  
While job property windows are hard coded parts of the current version of the 
workflow editor, the new plug-in based concept enables the dynamic download of 
these graphical elements, making the P-GRADE and GEMLCA integration task 
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Figure 4 The plug-in based P-GRADE portal workflow editor 
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almost self evident. The plug-in based editor works in the following way: (See also 
Figure 4) When the user drops a new job onto the editor canvas and opens its property 
window, the editor obtains a list of the currently available job types from the portal 
server (2). Each entry of this list consists of a name (e.g. GEMLCA job) and a 
reference pointing to a dynamically downloadable plug-in. In subject to the choice of 
the user (3) the editor downloads the plug-in that belongs to the selected job type and 
presents it on its GUI as the content of the job property window (4). Since each plug-
in can encapsulate customised graphical elements to support the development of one 
specific type of job (5), no property windows must be hard coded into the workflow 
editor any more.  
Because the workflow editor is a Web Start application plug-ins can be implemented 
as Java objects. While the list of plug-ins can be retrieved from the portal server using 
a text format (e.g. an XML message), a binary protocol is needed between the editor 
and the plug-in provider to make object transmission possible. Java Web Services [6], 
Jini services [5], EJBs [7] or RMI servers [8] are all suitable for this purpose, thus the 
plug-in provider can be implemented with any of these technologies. Besides 
GEMLCA jobs other types of computational jobs can be plugged into the portal in 
this way. The plug-in provider has to only register its service at the portal server (1).  

4. Conclusions and future work 

With the integration of the GEMLCA and the P-GRADE portal tools a complex 
environment has been created that provides solution for a wide range of grid-related 
problems. Using the integrated system Grid users can deploy legacy and newly 
developed sequential and parallel applications as software services. They can test and 
then share these services with a larger community. The members of the community 
can develop workflows that connect their own computational tasks and the pre-
deployed services into an acyclic graph. These workflows can be submitted into 
Globus-2, 3 and 4 based Grids, can be monitored in a real-time fashion, moreover, the 
different components can be executed in different Globus VOs.  
As the next step, the P-GRADE portal will be transformed into a plug-in based 
computational framework. With the plug-in concept the portal will be able to support 
other types of computational services than GEMLCA, without modifying any source 
code or even stopping the portal server.  
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Abstract.  One of the current challenges of the Grid scientific community is to provide efficient and user-
friendly  programming  tools.  GRID superscalar  allows  programmers  to  write  their  Grid  applications  as
sequential programs. However, on execution, a task-dependence graph is built and the inherent concurrency
of the task is exploited and executed in a Grid. P-GRADE Portal   is a workflow-oriented grid portal
with  the  main  goal  to  cover  the  whole  lifecycle  of  workflow-oriented  computational  grid
applications. In this paper the authors discuss the different options taken into account to integrate
these two frameworks.

1. Introduction
One of the  issues that raises current interest  in the Grid community and in the scientific
community  in  general  is  the  application  programming  in  Grids.  While  more  and  more
scientific groups aims to use the power of the Grids, the difficulty of porting applications to
the Grid (what sometimes is called application “gridification”) may be an obstacle to the
adaptation of this technology.

Examples of efforts for provide Grid programming models are ProActive, Ibis, or ICENI.
ProActive  [15]  is  a  Java  library  for  parallel,  distributed  and  concurrent  computing,  also
featuring  mobility  and  security  in  a  uniform  framework.  With  a  reduced  set  of  simple
primitives, ProActive provides a comprehensive API masking the specific underlying tools
and  protocols  used,  and  allowing  to  simplify  the  programming  of  applications  that  are
distributed on a LAN, on a cluster of PCs, or on Internet Grids. The library is based on an
active object pattern, on top of which a component-oriented view is provided. 

The  Ibis  Grid  programming  environment  [16]  has  been  developed  to  provide  parallel
applications  with  highly  efficient  communication  API's.  Ibis  is  based  on  the  Java
programming language and environment, using the “write once, run anywhere” property of
Java to achieve portability across a wide range of Grid platforms. Ibis aims at Grid-unaware
applications.  As  such,  it  provides  rather  high-level  communication  API's  that  hide  Grid
properties and fit into Java's object model.

ICENI [17] is a grid middleware framework with an added value to the lower-level grid
services.  It  is  a  system of  structured  information  that  allows to  match  applications  with
heterogenous  resources  and  services,  in  order  to  maximise  utilisation  of  the  grid  fabric.
Applications  are  encapsulated  in  a  component-based  manner,  which clearly  separates  the
provided abstraction and its possibly multiple implementations. Implementations are selected
at runtime, so as to take advantage of dynamic information, and are selected in the context of
the application, rather than a single component. This yields to an execution plan specifying
the implementation selection and the resources upon which they are to be deployed. Overall,
the  burden of code modification for specific grid services is  shifted from the application
designer to the middleware itself.

Tools as the P-GRADE Portal or GRID superscalar aims to ease the utilization of the Grid,
but cover different areas from an end-user’s point of view. While P-GRADE Portal is a much
more  graphical-based  tool,  GRID superscalar  is  based  on imperative  language programs.
Although  there  is  some  overlap  in  some  functionality,  both  tools  show  a  lot  of
complementarities and it is very challenging to make them interoperable.The integration of
these tools may be a step towards achieving the idea of the “invisible” Grid for the end-user.
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This work has been developed in the context of the NoE CoreGRID. More specifically, in
the virtual institute “Systems, Tools and Environments” (WP7) and aims to contribute to the
task 7.3 “Integrated Toolkit”. The  “Integrated Toolkit”  will provide means to develop Grid-
unaware  applications,  for  execution  in  the  Grid  in  a  way  transparent  to  the  user  and
increasing the performance of the application.

In  this  paper  the  integration  of  the  P-GRADE  Portal  and  the  GRID  superscalar  is
discussed.  In  Section  2  the  P-GRADE  Portal  is  presented  and  Section  3  covers  the
description of the GRID superscalar framework. Then in Section 4 a comparison between
both tools is given. Following that, Section 5 discusses an integration solution, and at the end
of this paper Section 6 presents some conclusions, related work and future work.

2. P-GRADE Portal
The P-GRADE Portal [1] is a workflow-oriented grid portal with the main goal to cover the
whole  lifecycle  of  workflow-oriented  computational  grid  applications.  It  enables  the
graphical development of workflows consisting of various types of executable components
(sequential,  MPI  or  PVM  programs),  executing  these  workflows  in  Globus-based  grids
relying  on  user  credentials,  and  finally  analyzing  the  correctness  and  performance  of
applications by the built-in visualization facilities.

A P-GRADE Portal workflow is an acyclic dependency graph that connects sequential and
parallel programs into an interoperating set of jobs. The nodes of such a graph are jobs, while
the arc connections define the execution order of the jobs and the data dependencies between
them that must be resolved by the workflow manager during the execution. An ultra-short
range weather forecast (nowcast) grid application [2] is shown in Fig 1 as an example for a P-
GRADE Portal workflow.

Nodes (labelled as  delta, cummu, visib, satel  and ready) represent jobs while rectangles
(labelled by numbers) around the nodes are called ports  and represent  data files  that  the
corresponding jobs expect or produce. Directed arcs interconnect pairs of input and output
files if an output file of a job serves as an input file for another job. The semantics of the
workflow execution means that a job (a node of the workflow) can be executed, if and only if
all of its input files are available, i.e. all the jobs that produce input files for the job have
successfully terminated, and all the user-defined input files are available either on the portal
server and at the pre-defined grid storage providers. Therefore, the workflow describes both
the  control-flow and the  data-flow of  the  application.  If  all  the  necessary input  files  are
available for a job, then DAGMan [3], the workflow manager  used in the Portal transfers
these files – together with the binary executable – to the site where the job has been allocated
by  the  developer  for  execution.  Managing  the  transfer  of  files  and  recognition  of  the
availability of the necessary files is the task of the workflow manager subsystem. 

To achieve high portability among the different grids, the P-GRADE Portal has been built
onto the GridSphere  portal  framework [14],  and the Globus middleware,  and particularly
those tools of the Globus Toolkit that are generally accepted and widely used in production
grids today. GridFTP, GRAM, MDS and GSI [4] have been chosen as the basic underlying
toolset for the Portal. 

GridFTP services are used by the workflow manager subsystem to transfer input, output
and  executable  files  among  computational  resources,  among  computational  and  storage
resources and between the portal server and the different grid sites. GRAM is applied by the
workflow manager to start up jobs on computational resources. An optional element of the
Portal,  the  information  system  portlet,  queries  MDS  servers  to  help  developers  map
workflow components (jobs) onto computational resources. GSI is the security architecture
that  guarantees  authentication,  authorization  and  message-level  encryption  facilities  for
GridFTP, GRAM and MDS sites.
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Fig. 1: Meteorological application in P-GRADE Portal; workflow manager and workflow description
with status information, multi-level visualization of a successful execution

The choice of this infrastructure has been justified by connecting the P-GRADE Portal to
several grid systems like the GridLab test-bed, the UK National Grid Service, and two VOs
of the LCG-2 Grid (See-Grid and HunGrid VOs). Notice, that most of these grid systems use
some extended versions of the GT-2 middleware. The point is that if the compulsory GRAM,
GridFTP and GSI middleware set is available in a VO, then the P-GRADE Portal can be
immediately connected to that particular system. 

Currently, the main drawback of P-GRADE portal is the usage of Condor DAGMAN as
the core of workflow manager, which cannot allow the user to create cyclic graphs. 

3. GRID superscalar
The  aim  of  GRID  superscalar  [5]  is  to  reduce  the  development  complexity  of  Grid

applications to the minimum, in such a way that writing an application for a computational
Grid  may  be  as  easy  as  writing  a  sequential  application  [6].  It  is  a  new  programming
paradigm  for  Grid-enabling  applications,  composed  of  an  interface,  a  run-time  and  a
deployment center. With GRID superscalar a sequential application composed of tasks of a
certain granularity is automatically converted into a parallel application where the tasks are
executed in different servers of a computational Grid.

Fig.  2 outlines GRID superscalar behaviour:  from a sequential  application code,  a task
dependence  graph is  automatically  generated,  and from this  graph the  runtime is  able  to
detect the inherent parallelism and submit the tasks for execution to resources in a grid.

The interface is composed by calls offered by the run-time itself and by calls defined by
the  user.  The  main  program  that  the  user  writes  for  a  GRID  superscalar  application  is
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basically identical to the one that would be written for a sequential version of the application.
The differences would be that at  some points of the code,  some primitives  of the GRID
superscalar API are called. For instance, GS_On and GS_Off are respectively called at the
beginning and at the end of the application. Other changes would be necessary for those parts
of the program where files are read or written. Since the files are the objects that define the
data dependences, the run-time needs to be aware of any operation performed on them. The
current version offers four primitives for handling files:  GS_Open, GS_Close, GS_FOpen
and GS_FClose. Those primitives implement the same behavior as the standard open, close,
fopen and fclose functions. In addition, the GS_Barrier function has been defined to allow the
programmers to explicitly control the tasks' flow. This function waits until all Grid tasks have
finished. Also the GS_Speculative_End function allows an easy way to implement parameter
studies by dealing with notifications from the workers in order to stop the computation when
an objective has been reached. It is important to point that several languages can be used
when programming with GRID superscalar (currently C/C++, Perl, Java and Shell script are
supported). 

Besides  these  changes  in  the  main  program,  the  rest  of  the  code  (including  the  user
functions) do not require any further modification.

The interface defined by the user is described with an IDL file where the functions that
should  be executed  in the Grid are included.  For  each of these  functions,  the type and
direction of the parameters must be specified (where direction means if it is an input, output
or input/output parameter). Parameters can be files or scalars, but in the current version data
dependencies will only be considered in the case of files. 

The basic set of files that a programmer provides for a GRID superscalar application are a
file with the main program, a file with the user functions code and the IDL file. From the IDL
file another set of files are automatically generated by the code generation tool  gsstubgen.
This second set of files  are  stubs and skeletons that converts the original application into a
grid  application  that  calls  the  run-time  instead  of  calling  the  original  functions.  Finally,
binaries for the master and workers are generated and the best way to do this it by using the
GS deployment center.

The GS deployment center is a Java based Graphical User Interface. Is able to check the
grid configuration and also performs an automatic compilation of the main program in the
localhost and worker programs in the server hosts. 

Fig. 2: GRID superscalar behavior
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GRID  superscalar  provides  an  underlying  run-time  that  is  able  to  detect  the  inherent
parallelism  of  the  sequential  application  and  performs  concurrent  task  submission.  The
components  of  the  application that  are  objective  of  this  concurrency exploitation  are the
functions listed in the IDL file. Each time one of these functions is called, the runtime system
is called instead of the original function. A node in a data-dependence graph is added, and
file dependencies between this function and functions called previously are detected. From
this data-dependence graph, the runtime can submit for concurrent execution those functions
that do not have any dependence between them. In addition to a data-dependence analysis
based on those input/output task parameters which are files, techniques such as file renaming,
file locality, disk sharing, checkpointing or constraints specification with ClassAds [7] are
applied to increase the application performance, save computation time or select resources in
the  Grid.  The  run-time  has  been  ported  to  different  grid  middlewares  and  the  versions
currently offered are: Globus 2.4 [8], Globus 4 [8], ssh/scp and Ninf-G2 [9]. 

Some  possible  limitations  in  current  version  of  GRID  superscalar  are  that  only  give
support to a single certificate per user at execution, and also that monitoring is only provided
by log messages (text format), although a graphical monitoring  interface is being developed
using uDrawGraph [10]. Regarding resource brokering, the  selection is performed inside the
run-time, but  resource discovery is not supported, and machines are specified statically by
the user using the GS deployment center. During the execution of the application the user can
change the machine’s information ( add, remove or modify hosts parameters ). Performance
analysis of the application and the run-time has been done using Paraver [11], but is not
currently integrated in the runtime in such a way that end-users can take benefit from it.

4. Comparison of P-GRADE Portal and Grid superscalar
The aim of both the P-GRADE Portal and the GRID superscalar systems is to ease the

programming of grid systems, by providing high-level environments on top of the Globus
middleware. While the P-GRADE Portal is a graphical interface that integrates a workflow
developer tool with the DAGMan workflow manager systems, the GRID superscalar is a
programming  API  and  a  toolset  that  provide  automatic  code  generation,  as  well  as
configuration and deployment facilities. The following table outlines the differences between
both systems:

Products/
Functionalities GRID superscalar P-GRADE portal

Support for data
parallelism (graph generation)

Advanced
automatic detection of data

parallelism

Manual
user has to express explicitly

Support for
acyclic/conditional dataflows

YES
using C or PERL

NO
based DAGMAN/Condor

Compilation & staging
 of executables

YES
Deployment Center

Limited
only run-time staging is supported

Thin client concept
NO

Globus client and full GS
installation are needed 

YES
only a Java-enabled browser

required

Monitoring & performance
visualization

NO
Debug/log messages are

available

YES
multi-level visualization:

workflow/job/processes

Multi-Grid support NO
only one certificate

YES
several certificates are handled at

the same time using myproxy server

Support for existing
MPI/PVM applications

Limited
by using “wrapper”

technology

YES
MPI/PVM jobs or GEMCLA services
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5. Overview of the solution   
The main purpose of the integration of the GRADE Portal – GRID superscalar system is to
create a high level, graphical grid programming, deployment and execution environment that
combines the  workflow-oriented  thin  client  concept  of  the  P-GRADE  Portal  with  the
automatic deployment and application parallelisation capabilities of GRID superscalar. This
integration work can be realised in three different ways:

1. Scenario 1: A new job type can be introduced in P-GRADE workflow for a complete
GRID superscalar application.

2. Scenario  2:  A  sub-graph  of  P-GRADE workflow can  be  interpreted  as  a  GRID
superscalar application.

3. Scenario 3: A GRID superscalar application can be generated based on the entire P-
GRADE workflow description.

In  case of  the  first  two scenarios,  the  interoperability  between the  existing  P-GRADE
workflow applications and GRID superscalar applications would be provided by the system.
On the other hand, Scenario 2 and 3 would enable the introduction of new language elements
into  P-GRADE  workflow  description  for  steering  the  data/control  flow  in  a  more
sophisticated  way;  e.g.  using conditional  or  loop constructs  similarly  to  UNICORE [13].
Scenario 3 was selected as the most promising one and in this paper  is discussed in detail.

Before the design and implementation issues, it is important to distinguish the main roles
of  the  site  administrators,  developers,  and  end-users  which  are  often  mixed  and
misunderstood  in  academic  grid  solutions.  The  new  integrated  system  will  support  the
following actors (see Fig. 3);

1. The site administrator, who is responsible for the installation and configuration of the
system  components  such  as  P-GRADE  portal,  GRID  superscalar,  and  the  other
required grid-related software packages. 

2. The Grid application developer and deployer, who develops the workflow application
with the editor of P-GRADE portal, configures the access to the Grid resources, and
deploys the jobs with GS deployment center, and finally optimizes the performance of
the  application  using  Mercury  Grid  monitor  and  the  visualisation  facilities  of  P-
GRADE portal.    

3. The  end-user, who runs and interprets the results of the executions with P-GRADE
portal and its application-specific portlets from any thin client machine.

Therefore, there are several benefits of the integrated solution from the end-users’ points of
view; they do not have to tackle the grid related issues.

Grid sites hosting
Globus and Mercury

GRID
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Deployment center

Grid
application
developer

Grid user

System
administrator

P-GRADE
Portal
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W
2
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and browse results

Fig. 3: The roles in the integrated P-GRADE Portal – GRID superscalar system 

In  order  to  achieve  these  goals  a  new  code  generator  GRPW2GS  is  integrated  in  P-
GRADE  portal.  It  is  responsible  for  the  generation  of  a  GRID  superscalar-compliant
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application from a workflow description (GRPW): an IDL file, a main program file, and a
functions file.

In the IDL file, each job of the actual workflow is listed as a function declaration within
the interface declaration. An example of generated GRID superscalar IDL file is shown in
next lines: 

interface workflowname {
void jobname (dirtype File filename,  …); 
…

};

where workflowname and jobname are unique identifiers, and inherited from the workflow
description. The dirtype can be in or out depending to the direction of the type of the actual
file. The actual value of filename must depend on the dependencies of the file. If it is a file
without dependencies (i.e. input or output of the entire workflow application), the filename
can be the original name. On the other hand, if the file is an input of another job, a unique file
identifier  is  generated  since  in  P-GRADE  descriptions  the  filenames  are  not  unique  at
workflow level.

The following lines shows the structure of a main program file  generated based from a
workflow.

    #include "GS_master.h"
void main(int argc, char **argv) {

GS_On();
jobname1(“filename1”, …);
jobname2(“filename2”, …);
…
GS_Off(0);

}

For the generation of the functions file, two options have been taken into consideration; (1)
using a simple wrapper technique for legacy code, or (2) generating the entire application
from source.

In the first case, the executable must be provided and up-loaded to the portal server by the
developer  similarly  to the existing P-GRADE portal  solution.  The definitions  of function
calls (corresponding to the jobs) in the functions file contain only system calls to invoke
these executables, which are staged by the P-GRADE portal to the appropriate site (selected
by the resource broker).

In the second case,  the application developer  uploads the corresponding C code as the
‘body’ of the function using the job properties dialogue window of P-GRADE portal. In this
case, the developer gets a more flexible and architecture-independent solution, since the GS
deployment  center  can  assist  to  create  the  appropriate  executables  on  Globus  sites  with
various architectures. 

After the automatic generation of code, the application developer can deploy the code by
GS deployment center, and the performance analysis phase can be started. For this purpose,
the execution manager of GRID superscalar has to generate a Prove-compliant trace file to
visualise the workflow-level execution. It means the instrumentation of its code fragments by
GRM, which are dealing with the resource selection, job submission and file transfers. In
order  to  get  a more detailed  view,  the parallel  MPI  code can be  also instrumented  by a
PROVE-compliant MPICH instrumentation library developed by SZTAKI.
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Concerning the resource broker; the job requirement (defined in the job attributes dialog
window for each jobs) can be also passed to the GS broker from the workflow editor in case
of GT-2 grids, or the LCG-2 based resource broker can be also used in P-GRADE portal.  

6. Conclusions, related and future work
The paper presented an initial solution for the integration of P-GRADE portal and GRID

superscalar. The solution is based on the generation of a GRID superscalar application from a
P-GRADE workflow. The GS deployment center is also used to automatically deploy the
application in the local and server hosts.

Concerning  the  future  work,  the  prototype  must  be  finalized,  and then  the addition of
conditional and loop constructs, and support for parameter study applications at workflow
level can be started in order to get high-level control mechanisms, similar to UNICORE [13].

Therefore,  we  will  get  closer  a  new  toolset  that  can  assist  to  system  administrators,
programmers, and end-users at each stage of software development, deployment and usage of
complex workflow based applications on the Grid. 

The integrated GRID superscalar – P-GRADE Portal system shows many similarities with
the  GEMLCA [12]  architecture.  The  aim of  GEMLCA is  to  make  pre-deployed,  legacy
applications available as unified Grid services. Using the GS deployment center, components
of P-GRADE Portal workflows can be published in the Grid for  execution as well. However,
while  GEMLCA  expects  compiled  and  already  tested  executables,  GRID  superscalar  is
capable to publish components from source code.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe a Grid-enabled system for monitoring
GRID superscalar-compliant applications to enable on-line performance
analysis. The monitoring is based on the OCM-G monitoring system
developed with the EU IST CrossGrid project. We show how the
design concepts of the OCM-G enable easy adaptation to the mon-
itoring of GRID superscalar applications. The solution presented in
this paper is transparent to the user application. We discuss the issues
related to performance analysis of GRID superscalar applications as
well as the architecture and implementation issues of integration.

Keywords: grid computing, GRID superscalar, monitoring, OCM-
G, performance tools

1 Introduction

Performance monitoring facilities are an important part of any distributed
system and are essential in Grid environments because performance and mon-
itoring information is required not only by the user to get information about

∗The research is partially supported by the EU IST CoreGrid project and the KBN
grant 4T11C 032 23
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the infrastructure and the running applications, but also by most Grid ser-
vices to enable correct resource allocation and job submission, data access
optimization services, and schedulers. However, due to its complexity and
dynamics, various entities including infrastructure elements, applications,
middleware, and others, need to be monitored and analyzed in order to un-
derstand and explain performance behavior on the Grid.

One of widely used approaches for distributing applications is the GRID
superscalar (GS) [2] which supports the development of applications, in a
way transparent and convenient for the user. Its aim is to reduce the devel-
opment complexity of Grid applications to the minimum, in such a way that
writing an application for a computational Grid can be as easy as a sequen-
tial program. The idea assumes that a lot of applications is based on some
repeating actions, e.g. in form of loops. The granularity of these actions is
of the level of simulations or programs, and the data objects will be files.

GS provides an underlying run-time environment capable of detecting the
inherent parallelism of the sequential application and performs concurrent
task submission. In addition to a data-dependence analysis based on these
input/output task parameters which are files, techniques such as file renam-
ing and file locality are applied to increase the application performance. The
run-time is underlied by the Globus Toolkit 2.x APIs [3].

The reasons presented above motivated designing a monitoring system
that supports the development of applications to be run in the Grid envi-
ronment using the GS system, to help in their effective and fault-tolerant
execution. Unfortunately, existing monitoring systems which provide mainly
off-line access to monitoring data do not allow to analyse and react on-line
to the performance problems arising within the application’s execution.

In this paper, we focus on a concept and some implementation ideas of
adapting the OCM-G system [7], developed in the CrossGrid project [4], to
support GS applications. Its role is to help the user or an automatic facility
to determine when the application is performing badly.

The features of OCM-G allow to fit it well into the requirements of run-
ning an application on the Grid. In particular, we discuss what metrics
are important to assess the performance of the application, these related to
standard metrics like an operation time as well application specific metrics,
expressed in a special language, PMSL, allowing the user to define perfor-
mance indicators most meaningfully giving the context-dependent features of
the application. Then we come to the general architecture of the functioning
of OCM-G in the GS, and its implementation details.
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2 Related work

The ability to monitor and control the elements of a GRID superscalar en-
abled application is useful for its efficient execution and the environment
itself. A number of tools are designed specifically for the Grid, other ones
come from distributed environments.

Paraver [5] is a tool that provides performance information on GS ap-
plications with a lot of informative displays. Its main drawback lies in an
off-line-oriented mode of operation, so it does not allow to undertake actions
whenever interesting events occur. There are a number of systems for mon-
itor Grid infrastructure like Ganglia[9] or JIMS [8], however there are not
designed for application monitoring.

To provide meaningful information on the performance of GS applica-
tions, a monitoring system needs to supply monitoring data on-line, prefer-
ably to operate in the event-action paradigm. The monitoring system should
function as a distributed system to avoid scalability problems. Moreover, it
should enable to provide performance data in such a way so to make it as
application-specific as possible.

To assess the performance features of an application running in GS en-
vironment, we need to analyse such metrics as Communication volume and
associated overhead, Overhead due to task synchronization, Time of data de-
pendency solving, File forwarding time, Task submission time, Task execution
time, Resource availability time. Part of this data can be based on getting
relevant events captured by the monitoring system. Otherwise performance
evaluation would need accessing data from the GS run-time.

3 Grid-enabled monitoring vs. GS applica-

tions

Due to the above requirements, we have decided to use the OCM-G [7] de-
scribed below, since it is Grid-enabled and compliant with monitoring stan-
dards [1]. The modular architecture of the OCM-G separates the actual
monitoring system from the tools that are intended to analyze selected mon-
itoring data. This feature fosters mutual independence of system components
and enables users to use their own tools to monitor application performance
without any additional effort. The OCM-G is an autonomous, distributed,
decentralized system which exposes monitoring services via a standardized
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Figure 1: Architecture of the OCM-G monitoring system

interface called OMIS [1].
The OCM-G is composed of two types of components: per-host Local

Monitors and per-site Service Managers (SM). Additionally, there is a Main
Service Manager (MSM)which distributes data to and collects it from site-
SMs. The architecture of the OCM-G is shown in Fig. 1. The Main Service
Manager is the component which exposes the functionality of the system to
performance analysis tools. Owing to the standardized protocol used between
the monitoring system and possible tools, OCM-G can be very easily adapted
to the architecture described in Section 3.

The most important features of the OCM-G include low monitoring over-
head,flexibility, security, and transparent service-oriented operation. There
features are provided inherently due either to the ideas of OMIS underlying
the OCM-G or to the implementation properties of the system.

The OCM-G has been successfully used with an independent performance
analysis tool for Grid applications, the G-PM [6] tool which provides a large
number of standard and user-defined metrics for interactive Grid applica-
tions. The latter metrics are supported with the Performance Measurement
Specification Language (PMSL).

The way in which OCM-G is used to monitor MPI applications is de-
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scribed in [7]. In the present paper we propose adaptation of these solutions
to different constraints defined by GS–based application features. Below, we
focus on the architecture and functionality of a monitoring system for GS
applications.

The architecture of a GS-oriented application monitoring system is pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Between GS application and GS run-time, we insert an
additional event triggering wrapper. The wrapper transparently passes calls
from the application to GS run-time, and sends all required monitored data
(the name of a GS method, and call’s parameters) to the OCM-G.

Figure 2: Monitoring of GS–based application - architecture

Our system also supports monitoring other user events, e.g. it can send
all kinds of messages (integers or floating numbers, character strings) to the
monitoring tool. This is done using probes, functions that trigger events.
The tool which is connected to OCM-G can enable/disable probes in order
to enable/disable event triggering.

By using the OCM-G, it is possible to gather all information needed
by a tool which supplies information directly to the user or an automatic
tool. In particular, the system can monitor invocations of GS primitives:
GS On()GS Off(), Execute(), GS Open()/GS Close(), GS Barrier(), etc.
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The system allows for gathering the data needed for performance measure-
ments such as the amount of data sent, time of data transmission, and process
identifiers. The OCM-G architecture allows to control the amount and fre-
quency of monitored data sent from the monitored application to monitoring
system.

To allow the system under discussion to monitor GS–based applications,
some specific start-up steps have to be performed:

• OCM-G should be initialized in the application code,

• OCM-G Main Service Manager (MSM) should be up and running,

• an application should be started (this step should be performed with
additional parameters pointing to the Main Service Manager. During
this step, the Service Manager (SM) and the Local Monitor(LM) are
created automatically, if needed, by the application process, or the
process can connect to already running SMs and LMs,

• now, any component that can communicate using the OMIS [1] protocol
can connect to the MSM, subscribe to the required probes and receive
monitored events, e.g. to make decisions about moving the application
to another Grid node if necessary.

As mentioned before, it is possible to use the OCM-G to monitor user
events by inserting custom probes into the code. These probes can be mon-
itored just like any other GS events, as described above.

4 Implementation issues

In order to intercept calls to GS run-time primitives we instrumented the
GS run-time library. OCM-G distribution provides a tool that performs
instrumentation of application libraries to enable triggering the events related
to enter/exit to library functions. The developer must provide a library and a
so-called instrumentation description file that specifies which functions inside
the library should be instrumented and which of its parameters should be
sent to the monitor when the function is called. But this tool cannot be
directly used in the case of GS run-time libraries, because it operates on
static libraries, and the GS binary distribution provides a compiled run-
time in form of dynamic linked libraries. A simple solution to overcome this
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limitation is just to create a static library wrapper for dynamic linked GS
libraries and then instrument the wrapper with the provided tool and link
to the application. We also take into consideration adapting the existing
instrumentation tool for dynamic libraries.

Distributed and parallel applications usually consist of concurrently ex-
ecuted processes. In order to identify which processes belong to the same
application, OCM-G introduces an application name as ID. In order to be
registered in OCM-G monitoring system, each process must run with the
application name and with the address of MSM. Usually, it can be done
by passing all this information to an application command line. The GS
also uses the application name to bind distributed parts of the application,
a front-end, called master, on the client machine, and workers on the com-
putational GRID. Both OCM-G and GS uses similar models to deal with
distributed application, what simplifies an integration of these systems. In
order to allow the monitoring of an application execution, a code line that
is responsible for a process registration into OCM-G must be inserted to the
master as well to the worker programs. Next, both programs must be com-
piled using the OCM-G wrapper script thats links with additional OCM-G
related objects and libraries.

An application prepared in this way can be controlled and observed using
OCM-G. The inserted instrumentation code sends all required monitoring
data (invoking GS methods) to the monitor. All these operations are com-
pletely transparent to the user application and no changes to the original GS
runtime source code are needed.

5 Summary

Distributed GS–based applications usually require access to large-scale com-
puting resources. This fact poses a need in a system that handles the execu-
tion of such applications and ensures their effective performance and robust-
ness.

In this paper, we focus on an approach to the monitoring of GS appli-
cations. It is based on the OCM-G monitoring system [7]. We present the
design and implementation issues of the research. The achieved output will
be used in the G-PM performance evaluation tool to decide when the perfor-
mance of the application should be improved. In our further papers we will
address the issues of performance analysis of GS applications.
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